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CHAPTER I

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

The primary purpose of this thesis is to survey the emotional

word responses of fifth and sixth grade pupils to certain descriptive

words and phrases which are associated with everyday school activities.

The results of the thesis depend upon the amount of interest that the

students tested in the study have in the various activities which are

suggested by the list of words and phrases used in the survey. William

James in 1892 first emphasized to teachers that "Any object not

interesting in itself may become interesting through becoming associated

with an object in which an interest already exists. The two associated

objects grow, as it were, together: the interesting portion sheds its

quality over the whole; and thus things not interesting in their own

right borrow an interest which becomes as real and as strong as that of

1/
any natively interesting thing,"

The results of the survey are studied in this thesis to determine

if differences exist in the emotional word responses of the pupils because

of differences in 1, The sex of the pupil

2, The intelligence of the pupil

3o The grade of the pupils

4» The environment of the pupils.

From results of the survey, the writer in this thesis attempts to

1/ William James, Talks To Teachers On Psychology , (New York: Henry Holt
and Company, 1939), Po 94
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measure the extent to which each of seven schools attain favorable or

unfavorable student interest in the various suggested activities which

although arbitrarily selected by the vrriter from longer experimental

word lists presented to the fifth and sixth grade pupils still seem to

be common practices in many schools throughout our country, and secondly,

the thesis seeks to discover whether or not any typical patterns exist

in the emotional reactions of the children to the different words

»

Long before John Dewey wrote, "If we can secure interest in a

given set of facts or ideas, we may be perfectly sure that the pupil

2/
will direct his energies toward mastering them," good classroom teachers

had realized that the success of their teaching depended upon whether or

not they held the interest of their pupils, but Dewey did much to dispel

the widely-held belief that study and learning had to be austere and

ascetic. However, only in the last two decades has there been a,ny great

amount of research done on the likes and dislikes that children have for

the different subjects taught in school, or for different activities

connected with those subjects.

Psychologists do not agree on which emotions are the strongest

motivating forces in gaining pupil interest or in creating retention of

learning, but it seems rather obvious, at least to the writer, that if

pleasant emotions can be aroused within children by learning situations,

the teaching process will be easier for both the teacher and for the

2/ John Dewey, Interest and Effort in Education^ (Boston: Houghton Mifflin
Company, 1913), p. 1
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children than if unpleasant emotions are stimulated. Although the findings

of Pavlov's conditioned reflex experiments have been opened to many

questions, even such a realistic critic of the conditioned reflex as

Knight Dunlap has been willing to advance as one hypothesis that "The

occurrence of a response increases the probability that when the same

2/
stimulus pattern occurs the same total response will again recur."

If what Dunlap says is true, then a succession of pleasant

teaching situations about a specific activity can create conditioned

reflexes which are conducive to pupil interest in the learning connected

with that activity while a succession of unpleasant teaching situations

might destrojT- pupil interest in the specific attempts made by a teacher

to create pupil learning in some activity.

This thesis attempts to classify the emotional responses of

pupils as favorable or unfavorable. For the purposes of this study

any activities which the pupils claim make the pupils feel good or

happy are classified as favorable while activities which the pupils

state make them feel angry or worried are tabled as iinfavorable , However,

it is quite possible that at least two activities suggested by items on

the check list used in the survey might create unfavorable pupil reactions

of worry or fear, but those responses might be desired by some teachers.

These two items are fire drill and staying in line,

A secondary purpose of this thesis is to evaluate the ability

of teachers to judge the emotional reactions of their pupils. It has

3/ Knight Dunlap, ffabits. Their Making And Unmaking, (New York: Liveright,
Inc., 1932), p, 326.
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become an acceptable tenet of modern education that the best teaching can

be practiced only when the teacher is aware of the individual differences

of the children in her class, and therefore, many instruments have been

developed to aid teachers in discovering individual pupil differences, but

there is still great need for research in the general field of the

measurement of teaching efficiencyo Since emotional reactions are frequently

not easily discernible, the possibility is always present that teachers

will not perceive the individual emotional differences of pupils as often

as the physical or the intellectual differences. The danger, therefore, is

with us that the emotional side of children may be neglected, although

many people in all walks of life would probably agree with James Hjones

when he writes, "It isn't what you know; it is how you feelo"

In answer to a question, "How do administrators evaluate their

teachers?", some teachers have jokingly answered the writer, "Ninety-nine

per cent on the basis of parents' complaints and one per cent on the

basis of hearsay."

Parents, on the other hand, have wondered if some teachers have

perhaps been evaluated ninety-five per cent on the basis of the teacher's

laudatory comments about herself and five per cent on the basis of the

loyalty of the administrators to teachers in general. The need certainly

is evident for a fair objective evaluation of teaching efficiency, and it

seems reasonable to believe that the reactions of the pupils should have

some part to play in the final appraisal.

hj James Li Hymes, Jr., "Emotional Growing Pains," National Parent
Teacher. 42: 14 . November 1947

•
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It is doubtful, of course, whether any children can ever

directly measure a teacher's value either to themselves or to the

community* Lee and Lee comment that "Children of elementary school

age are not old enough to be introspective,"

Introspection would have to enter the picture as an aspect

of a pupil directly evaluating his teacher, but attempts which are

indirect in approach can be made without the average pupil knowing that

his teacher is being evaluated. Host fifth and sixth grade pupils know

©r seem to know definitely how they really feel about many things. These

pupils hold definite opinions and although the feelings and opinions may

change frequently, nevertheless the analyzing of these feelings at any

specific time may be one way of evaluating indirectly a teacher's success,

A teacher is thus being evaluated through the reactions of her pupils, but

one of the major functions of teaching is to create pupil reactions. The

check list used in this survey is a limited attempt to have the pupils

measure their teachers.

V M»irray Lee and Dorris Mo Lee, The Child And His Curriculum . ( New
York: D, Appleton-Century Company^ 1948) « P* 124
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CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE

One of the most fascinating fields of psychological research is

that of the exploration and the analysis of human emotions, for the

behavior of each individual human being during every moment of his

conscious life is not only affected by his own individual emotional

iopulses and by the feelings of other human beings, but he also activates

drives or tries to create emotional reactions in other persons. The

innate interest of the subject matter and the potential benefits possible

from research have encouraged scholars to do a tremendous amount of work

in the vast emotional field, but there seems to be almost as much

disagreement for the explanations of the various psychological phenomena

and even for the definitions of the terms used in doing the research as

there are definitions and explanations.

In October of 1927, the world's leading psychologists and research

workers in the field of emotions met at Wittenberg College in Ohio and

discussed their findings* At that time, Alfred Adler emphasized that

emotional reactions and social feelings are closely interwoven. He also

stressed that the most important single factor in individual psychology

is the feeling of inferiority within individuals and that this feeling

1/ Alfred Adler, "Feelings And Einotions Frc« The Standpoint of
Individual Psychology," Feelings And Emotions, The Wittenberg
Symposium. (Worcester, Massachusetts: Clark University Press, 1928),
PPo 315 - 321

6





ay be, and is, developed in aianj environmental situations, including

school, in which individuals experience failure, frustation, or

unpleasantness

.

2/
At the same meeting, Buhler stated that all emotions could

be narrowed down to pleasure and displeasure in activity.

n
Aveling, using the words emotions and feelings interchangeably^

claimed that a person does not have any great difficulty in deciding that

he is e3q)eriencing an emotional state of pleasure or unpleasure, but he

thought that pleasant and unpleasant emotions of feelings are subjective

states of minds. According to Aveling 's claims, individuals should be

able to distinguish between their feelings of anger or worry and their

feelings of being happy«

Kreuger maintained that everything that occurs to a person

affects his emotions and his subsequent actions, and that all of a

person »s learning is dominated by his emotions, Baotional reactions by

pupils to school activities or to teachers and principals would have a

2/ Karl Buhler, "Displeasure and Pleasure in Relation to Activity,"
Feelings And Emotions, The Wittenberg Symposium. (Worcester. Mass*:
Clark University Press, 192S), pp. 195 - 199

^ Francis Aveling, "Emotion, Conation, And Will," Feelings And Emotions.
The Wittenberg Symposium . (Worcester .Massachusetts; Clark University
Press, 1928), pp. 49 - 50

y Felix Krueger, "The Essence Of Feeling," Feelings And Emotions. The
Wittenberg Symposium^. ( Worcester, Massachusetts: Clark University
Press, 1928), pp. 58 - 78
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cry important bearing, then, on the total growth and development of

the pupils,

Woodworth, at the same time, said, "With instinctive

avoidance behavior goes the emotion of fear, with instinctive

aggressive and pugnacious behavior the emotion of anger,"

6/
Jersild and Holmes, when they asked 398 children to

describe their fears, discovered a positive correlation between fear and

I. in children from five to twelve years of age. They also found that

girls exhibited more fear than boys,

u
Sweet reported that boys who were from twelve to fourteen

years of age showed a high persistence of emotional reactions as

measured on his Personal Attitudes Test over a period of two weeks,

8/
Jones found that in general, desirable physical

characteristics are positively correlated with desirable mental

ftharacteristics, after he had made a survey of research work done in

the relationships in physical and mental development. The relationships

between emotional growth and mental growth and the relationships between

emotional growth and physical growth are still largely unexplored.

^ Robert S, Woodworth, "How Emotions Are Identified And Classified,"
Feelinfjs And Emotions, The Wittenberg Symposium. ( Worcester, Mass*:
Clark University Press, 1928), po 122

6/ Arthur T, Jersild and Frances B, Holmes, Children's Fears

^

(New York:
Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia University, 1935),
pp, 310 - 313

2/_L«nnig Sweet, "The Persistence of Certain Personal Attitudes in Younger
Adolescent Boys," Journal of Educational Resaarch 23: 245-49; Mar. 1931

8/ Harold E, Jones, "Relationships in Physical and Mental Development,"
Review of Educational Research 3: p. 162; April 1933
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Since 1927, there has been so nrach literature produced

dealing with the great, broad field of huaaan emotions that to merely

list the titles of the books, articles, theses, and other works of

research would occupy many pages. However, the writer of this thesis

is especially interested in work regarding pupil reactions to elementary

school activities, to classroom situations, and to pupil-teacher

relationships, all frcm the viewpoint of the emotions of the pupils.

The writer is interested in these phases of emotional reactions because

he believes that it is possible within limits to construct an

instrument >riiich will at least partially evaluate the success of school

activities and partially evaluate a teacher's efficiency through the

emotional reactions of the pupils*

Teacher efficiency has been defined more and more in the

last few years in terms of pupil growth and achievement, but if this

definition is to be followed, the emotional growth is vitally important

2/
as a topic of research, Barr avers that the intangibles of pupil growth

must be included when teacher efficiency is measured. Surely one of the

intangibles must be the emotional make-up of the pupil

«

10/
Barr found that skill in teacher-pupil relations had the

highest positive frequency of all the aspects mentioned as teacher

competencies \rhen he summarized the investigations of research in the

measurement of teacher efficiency. Skill in creating a favorable mind

2/ Arvil S, Barr, "The Measurement and Prediction of Teaching Efficiency:
A Summary of Investigations," The Journal of Experimental Education 16:
June 1948, p. 205

10/ Ibid,, p, 209
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set was the next specific aspect of a teacher's ability to do or to teach

in the listing by Barr of positive frequencies foxind in 209 teacher rating

scales and measures of teaching efficiencyo Barr considered motiration a

synony» for farorable mind set.

11/
Davis in his investigation of 1075 public school teachers

found that motivation was the most frequently listed type of problem that

was mentioned by the teachers « It seems obvious that the motivation of

pupils and the emotional reactions of pupils are closely associated*

12/
Hobson in a study of 1600 teachers found that high

percentages of errors were made by the teachers in understanding basic

principles of mental hygiene that were related to their dealings with

pupils. There was a 35*5% of error on the principle that failure robs a

child of self-reliance. The larger question of how much teachers actually

know about and understand their pupils could be raised from Hobson 's

findings.

Probably the most conmon result of unfavorable pupil emotional

reactions to school activities or to individual teachers is expressed in

anti-social behavior by the pupils. Pupils who are angered or who are

worried by phases of school activities may easily become classroom problems

or Juvenile delinquents.

11/ Robert A. Davis, et al, "The Teaching Problems of 1075 Public School
Teachers," Journal of Experimental Education . 9: 41-60, Sept. 1940

12/ Claude V. Hobson, "How Much Do Teachers Know About Mental Hygiene?"
Mental Hygiene. 21: June 1937, pp. 231 - 242
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12/
Kvaraceus, in his study of delinquent boys and girls in

Passaic, New Jersey, wrote, "Two thirds of the delinquents expressed a

marked dislike for school in general or for some person connected with

school program."

If pupils express their unfarorable emotional reactions to

school activities in strong enough anti-social classroom behavior, the

teacher often is in danger of losing her position* Buellesfield in

1915 And Simon in 193o found that weakness in discipline was listed

as the chief cause given for dismissal of teachers.

Although much has been done investigating how children

react to certain situation and investigating the preferences of

children for schools, for school subjects, and even for specific and

detailed aspects of those subjects, and although much has been done to

trace the growth of attitudes in children, no one has been able to make

a sharp dichotomy between emotions and attitudes or between emotions

and preferences. Little has been done investigating how children feel

or how they say feel about school activities. The potential benefits

in this area are so great that every little bit of research has some

value, even if it only points out the wrong lanes of investigation.

13/ William C, Kvaraceus, Juvenile Delinquency And The School. (Yonkers
-on-Hudson, New York: World Book Conpany, 1945), ?• 156

14/ Henry Buellesfield, "Causes of Failure Among Teachers," Educational
Administration and Supervision. Ij September 1915, pp. 439 - 445

15/ Donald L. Simon, "Personal Reasons For The Dismissal of Teachers In
Smaller Schools," Journal of Educational Research. 29: April 1936,
pp. 5S5 - 588
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CHAPTER III

PROCEDURE OF INVESTIGATION

Since it is desirable for classroom learning to take place

under favorable conditions, the emotional make-up of the pupils in any-

given class becomes an important aspect of the environment with which

teachers and administrators have to be concerned, A teacher must know

how the pupils feel about any given activity in order, not only to

evaluate her techniques and methods of teaching, but also to determine

if her objectives have been attained. An administrator must know how the

pupils feel about any activity in order to measure its total value. If

a school's program has as a goal the preparation of students to do

critical thinking, then certainly the emotions of those students must

be recognized and analyzed.

To determine with absolute certainty how a child actually

feels about any school activity is almost an impossibility, Gesell

says, "A child cannot tell us exactly how he feels, even after he has

learned to talk. For that matter, the adult has difficulty in describing

1/
his own emotions,"

About the best that a person can do in determining emotional

reactions is to take one of several approaches and to evaluate as well

as possible within admitted limitations, how a child feels about any

school activity.

1/ Arnold Gesell and Frances L. Ilg, The Child From Five To Ten, (Hew
York: Harper and Brothers, 1946), p« 274

12





Gesell, F!rutchey, Witty and Lehman, and others believe

that it is possible to discern to limited extents by various methods

how a child normally feels about certain activities

«

Many psychologists have conducted experiments with galvanometers

in efforts to discover the emotional reactions of children, while in

the field of childrens' preferences, methods such as the paired-

comparison choice, varied techniques of the observation method, and the

direct questionnaire have been utilized. The check list used by the

writer in this survey is an example of the direct approach, at least

in relation to the children, in determining how the children feel about

the suggested listed activities, although the writer believes that the

list can also be used as an indirect evaluation of the classroom

program, the school program, and the teacher within certain limits.

Fifth and sixth grade pupils were selected for the survey

because the writer has found from his experience with boys and girls

of this age level that they tend to be frank and honest in expressing

5/
their feelings. According to Piaget children of this age level are

beyond the age when they are most apt to hold successive contradictory

opinions about all sorts of matters.

2/ Ibid., pp. 274 - 275

Fred P. Frutchey, "Collecting Evidences of Childrens* Preferences,"
Sducational Research Bulletin .. 14-7: October 16, 1935, pp. 173-17S

4/ Paul Witty and Harvey C, Lehman, "Collecting Interests of Children,"

Journal of Educational Psychology. 24-3: 170, March 1933

5/ Jean Piaget, The Language and Thought of the Child . (New York: Harcourt
Brgice and CQmpan.TJ.926}y 74.

13





6/
Piaget also found that children had well developed concepts

of moral judgments by the age of eleven. Most of the children used in

this survey had reached their eleventh birthday before taking the

check listo The probability that older children would be too sophisticated

in their answers for any use to be made of the results influenced the

writer's decision not to use junior high school pupils.

In making a list of words v;hich would suggest activities common

to most elementary schools, the writer first prepared a list of more

than one hundred words indicative of classroom and school activities, but

many of the words were quickly eliminated because it was realized that

the suggested activities were not common to a majority of the schools

that would be used in the survey. Other words were eliminated because

they were repetitious, while others were deleted because they were too

general in scope. It was necessary to be arbitra,ry in making a final

selection of words for the list, although the writer tried to choose

words that he thought would suggest activities apt to stimulate emotional

reactions of some sort.

The twenty words and phrases chosen include items that are

suggestive of escape from classroom routine. These are recess time,

indoor recess today, assembly period, club period, gym, and fire drill.

Other items may also be included in this list, but these also have the

additional connotation of freedom right in the classroom during a

scheduled class period. Finger painting and write a composition are

6/ Jean Piaget, The Moral Judgment of the Child. (New York: Harcourt,
Brace and Company, 1932)
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examples. Some items on the list were definitely suggestive to the

writer when he recalled his own school days of discipline such as

stay after school and stay :n line while other items are related to
m

activities in which the pupil's individual efforts are emphasized

such as a test tomorrow and the homework. The only two items which

directly mention persons instead of activities are the principal and

and the patrol boys. These were included because the writer was

particularly anxious to find out if there would be different reactions

to the word, principal, in the different schools which were in four

school districts each administered by a principal who was different

in his personality and in his relations vdth his students than the

other three principals o The principal is often thought of by adults

as a person who administers disciplinary measures to students; this

fact gave the item another reason for being included. Patrol boys

as an item has overtones of discipline connected with regulation of

pupil traffic.

No direct mention was made of the pupils ' teachers on the

list because the writer did not want children who held strong

emotional reactions or who thought that they held these reactions to

color their entire check list response by their reactions to their

teachers. However, the teacher's desk was listed among the twenty

items in an endeavor to measure the pupils ' reactions to their teachers

by the pupils' reactions to a closely associated article of the teachers.

However, many of the twenty items, if not all of them, are influenced

by the different methods that teachers use and by different teabher

personalities.
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The twenty words and phrases were read to thirty pupils who

were asked to write the first thing that came to their minds when they

heard each of the twenty items. Only 37 of the 600 responses were

abstract or evidence of any specific emotional feeling. Therefore, the

writer felt that it would be necessary to have words that would suggest

their feelings to the pupils who could have a choice of the most likely

feelings. Anger, fear, and enjoyment being the three most frequently

u
mentioned emotions by psychologists such as Douglas and Holland, Perrin

and Klein, Gesell and Ilg, and others, these three emotions were

listed in one form or another at the head of different columns on a sheet

of paper. After e^q^erimenting with different suggestive phrases, five were

chosen to be used on a check list form. The five phrases were as follows:

makes you feel madj makes you a little worried; makes you feel goodj makes

you very happy; you feel not interested*

In the experimenting before selecting the above five phrases to

head columns to be checked by pupils, the writer read the list of twenty

items to a sixth grade class and asked them to tell how they felt in as

few words as possible when they heard each item. The responses were then

classified according to the three emotions most frequently mentioned by

the psychologists mentioned.

Since many more children used the word mad instead of angry.

7/ Oscar B. Douglas and Benjamin F. Holland, F\Lndamentals of Educational
Psycholo/^y. (New York: Macmillan Company. 193S") . qd.. 12/t - 126

8/ Fleming A. 'Perrin and David P. Klein, Psycholop;/, Its Methods and
Principles^ (New York: Henry Holt and Company. 1926). pp. I6l - lok

5/ Arnold Gesell and Frances L. Ilg, The Child From Five To Ten. (New
York: Harper and Brothers, 1946), pp. 274 - 287





mad was chosen to be used on the check list, A little worried seemed to

be the closest to fear that was represented to any large extent among the

responses and therefore was used to head another column. Anger and worry

are feelings that may generally be classified as negative or unfavorable

for classroom situations^ and therefore to balance the list, two columns

were headed with positive or pleasant feelings j one with just a pleasant

reaction (makes you feel good) and the other with a stronger feeling (makes

you very happy). Finally because it was expected that some of the pupils

would not feel any of the suggested emotions when they read the twenty

items, a fifth column was included with the heading, you feel not

interested. In the directions given orally to the pupils, the writer told

them to omit any items about which the pupils either had no feelings or

did not know how they felt.

More experimenting was done to determine the position of

each phrase as a column heading, but the writer could not come to any

conclusions from his results and finally decided to tell the pupils

orally before they started checking to read each column heading carefully

and to think about each column before checking each of the twenty item^o

The writer was afraid that the first and last columns might be ignored by

the pupils, although if each column was headed by an emotionally

suggestive phrase equally strong in attraction to pupils' reactions, then

the percentage of reactions to each column should be the same. The writer

used the hypothesis that the percentage results of the groups tested

would fall into equal amounts for each of the five columns and for each of

the twenty iteijiSo
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CHECK LIST USED IN SURVEY

Along the left side of this paper are twenty words or phrases
connected with school. Along the top of the paper are five columns with
headings that describe how you may feel when you think about each word
or phrase. Check one of the columns for each of the twenty words. Go
slowly. This is not a test. Please do not put your names on the papers.
If you are not sure how you feel, check the column that most closely
tells how you feel.

Makes
you feel

i mad

Makes
you a little

worried

leport cards

^^akes

you feel
good

Makes
you very
happy

You
feel not
interested

Recess time

Music Period

Stay after school

Write a composition

The bell

The principal

Indoor recess today

Book reports

Assembly period

Club period

Time for spelling

The patrol boys

A test tomorrow

The teacher's desk

The homework

Gym Period
i-'ire Drill
i;j.nger paintin g'

Slay m line
"
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Although the writer personally gave the check list to the

pupils in every instance in which it was used, directions were mimeographed

on the same paper with the check list so that all the pupils would have

the same directions and so that they would not consider the check list a

test from which some repercussions might come. In the directions, the

pupils were asked not to put their names on the papers because it was felt

that the children would be more apt to record their true feelings if their

names were not used, despite any oral assurances that the check list

results would not be used to their detriment*

However, since it would be impossible to check the results

against individual intelligence quotients or against the sex of the person

checking the list without knowing the names of the pupils, a scheme v;as

devised T/^hereby each paper v/as carefully but very unobtrusively marked

before it was given to the pupils. Very minute pencil dots were placed

by the writer at various scheduled places on the paper in such a way that

the dots seemeld to be part of the mimeographing process. These dots signifiec,

the position in which each child sat in each row of seats in the classroom«

While the children were checking the lists, the teachers in each instance

that a class was using the lists, checked their seating plans to make

certain that the children were in the seats recorded on the plans to be

given to the writer.

Four rooms had movable desks and seats, but in each of these

rooms, the children were seated in small groups, and seating charts were

prepared by the teachers as in the classes where the seats were fastened

to the floor. The writer put the names of the children on the check lists
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inmediately after receiving them, but not in the presence of the children.

All of the teachers cooperated and agreed with the writer that the children

did not know that their names were recorded on the check lists

«

Before any of the pupils started checking their papers, the

writer explained to each class that he was interested in discovering the

total reactions of the different groups, but that each individual pupil's

tallying on the list was important because it helped to make up the total.

It was explained that since this was a scientific experiment, the

cooperation of the children was needed in getting the most accurate results,

and then it was further explained to the children that one of the purposes

of the entire study was to discover how pupils felt about the items listed

on the mimeographed sheets in order to make improvements in schools and in

order to make schools even happier places than they were. Most of the

children seemed to be quite delighted and thrilled to be taking part in

scientific work, and one sixth grade boy later explained to his mother t hat

he was engaged with his principal in research to find out what made

children ticko

Within a month after the pupils had checked the lists, all of

the sixth grades were given the Elementary Short Form of the California

Test of Mental Maturity as part of the regular testing program of the

local school department. The results of these tests were tabulated by a

member of the testing department and presented to the writer. Some of the

sixth grade boys and girls were either absent during the time that the

check lists were given or absent when the California Tests were given but

the scores of 291 pupils in the sixth grade who had taken both were made
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available to the writer. These scores were divided into three groups: in

the first group were 8? boys and girls who according to the results of

the California Test of Mental Maturity had I, Q.'s below 90; in the

second group were I36 pupils with I, Q. 's between 90 and 110, and in the

third group were 68 pupils with I, Qo's above llOo

The boys and girls used in this survey were students at seven

schools within one public school system of a New England city with a

population of approximately 90,000 people. The city is a shopping center

with no large industries within its boundaries. It has a reputation for

good government and for civic minded citizens. The school system and its

administration is very similar to many other New England school systems.

There were many differences in the seven schools used in the survey even

though they were all part of the same school system, and these differences,

it is believed by the writer, have to be recognized as accounting factors

in the different reactions of the 6OO children.

One of the schools. School A for purposes of this survey, is a

large elementary school with about 1100 children in grades Kindergarten

through six. These children come almost entirely from underprivileged

apartment homes in the heart of the city© They have little playground

space, although they do have the facilities of the Boys' Club, the Y.M.C.A,

and the Y.W.C.A. within walking distance, as well as a large and well-

stocked public library, a m.useum, and eight movie houses. Many of the

children are of foreign born parents with Italy, Ireland, and Greece

predominating as the native countries of the parentq, while many other

children are second generation children from the same countries. There is
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no P, T. A. or mothers' club connected with the school.

The school building is a three story red brick large city

building typical of the early part of this century. There is an auditorium,

a library, a clinic, but no gymnasium. Because of the limited space outside

of School A, recess activities have to be restricted. The school is

located on a very busy thoroughfare, and even though there are two

policemen on duty at dismissal times, the patrol boys play an important

part in directing student traffic. The danger and the possible results

of a fire in this building have been emphasized in several newspaper

articles.

The principal who is highly respected and admired by his teachers

gives careful attention to classroom supervision. He is able to call most

of the sixth graders by name despite the fact that he has three other

smaller schools in his district. His office for the fifteen years that

he has been district principal has been in School A, He has children and

grandchildren. His is a school district in a poor section of the city and

this might be the reason that he is especially interested in the health

program of the city's schools.

In this school, 192 fifth and sixth grade pupils in six different

home rooms checked the lists prepared by the writer. There is departmental

instruction for these two grades with seven teachers each responsible for

a different subject. At the present time, six of the teachers are women

and one is a man© Classes are large and instruction is rather formal.

The pupils march in lines when changing classes as well as at dismissal

time<,

Four of the teachers cooperated greatly with the writer by also

22
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checking the lists, but the teachers checked by putting in their estimates

of how they thought the pupils would check the lists. The writer explained

that the purpose was to find out how vrell teachers knew the emotional

composition of their pupils and requested the aid of the teachers which

he received in a most thorough and whole-hearted way. All four teachers

took the check lists home with them and spent several hours in making

their decisions at home as well as in school about the estimates. Two

teachers put their estimates of how each individual child would check

certain items selected by the writer from the twenty items and the other

two teachers estimated the number of children in their classes that would

check each column and iteip.

Another school used in this survey. School B, is in a fine

residential section of the city. The majority of the children come from

upper middle class families who own the homes in which they live, A large

park with excellent playground facilities is quite close to the school

which also has a large playground area. The school is more attractive

from the outside than School A,

Approximately 400 pupils from grades one through six attend

classes herej the kindergarten is in a separate building four blocks

away from School B, Again there is departmental instruction in grades

five and six, although there are only five teachers in these two grades,

F^IC_^re women and one is a mano The principal of School B has four other

schools in his district and his office is in one of these other schools.

The children in School B do not see the principal as often as the children

in School A see their principal. School B has a well-organized and well-
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attended P. T. A,

School B has an auditorium, a library, a clinic, and although

there is no gjitmasium, there is ample space for indoor games. Both School

A and School ff have cafeterias, but the other five schools used in the

survey do not. School B is located on a side street that does not have

much traffic, but there are student patrol boys.

There were 130 fifth and sixth grade pupils in this school who

checked the lists, but they were members of only four home rooms since

one teacher did not have a home room. Instruction was formal again and

lines were rigidly observed when pupils passed from room to room and at

arrival and dismissal times. In this building very few pupils for

disciplinary reasons are ever sent to the principal who is a very jolly and

understanding person. He has children of his own.

School C is located in a pleasant lower middle class residential

section of the city. Most of the children live in houses that have two or

three apartments. There are playground facilities close to the school and

the district itself is not too far from all the facilities mentioned in

connection with School A» The building was erected before 1900 and is of

red brick, but is rather attractive.

There are probably more traditions connected with this school and

its program than the other two because of the fact that there has not been

a rapid turnover in the administration of School Co The present district

principal is the third person in the last century to hold the position,

having had as predecessors a man who had had the principalship for nine

years, and before him, a woman who had been principal for 72 years. She
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had been associated with the school district either as teacher or principal

for 77 years and the effects of her strong personality are still quite

notieeable in many ways in School C. This school has been one of seven in

the writer's district for the past two years.

There is an auditoriT», a library, and a small gymnasium in this

school o The outdoor play space, however, is inadequate. School C is the

only school of the seven that has a sprinkler system, but fire drills are

still held at frequent intervals.

There are 150 children in School C but all are in the fifth and

sixth grades. There are six home rooms. 13S pupils checked the lists. The

teachers here have the same pupils for a two year period and there is no

departmental instruction except for music. Instruction tends to be informal.

Pupils do not form lines for passing or for any other reasons. Club periods

are scheduled for Thursday afternoons and at that time, the pupils have

almost complete freedom of activity. The patrol boys play a minor role since

there is little automobile traffic. There is a mothers' club which meets

once a month. The club sponsors a cub pack that meets in the school building*

The six teachers of School C cooperated with the writer as did the

teachers of School A by making out estimates of how the pupils would check

the lists. The purpose of the study was discussed with the teachers. Thej

all gave serious consideration to their estimates.

School D is very different from the other six schools because it

is isolated on an island which is twelire miles from the center of the city

and irtiich may be reached by mail boat twice a day. There is no telephone

service between the island and the mainland but there is a shortwave radio
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connection. There are 27 pupils In grades one through eight Instructed

by one teacher under typical one room school conditions. The inhabitants

of the island all know each other and seem to be part of one big family;

a great many are related to each other and there has been much intermarrying«

Almost all of the men are fishermen and are individual ovmers of their own

small boats. Almost everyone, including the teacher, belong to the same

fundamentalist religious sect<»

The building is attractive, but the facilities are very limited.

There is no running water, A box of books is sent to the school once a

month from the city public library but there is no library on the island.

There is very little space either indoors or outdoors for recreation.

Traffic is virtually non-existent and so a student patrol has never been

formed. Since the building has only one rocan, the danger of fire is small.

There are three doors that may be used as exits.

Instruction is formal. The teacher requires the pupils to form

lines before entering or leaving the building. The teacher uses a hand

bell to summon pupils to school in the mornings, but at no other time is

any bell used in School D, Seven children checked the lists here and the

teacher also made an estimate of how the pupils would react*

School E is in a lower middle class section of the mainland part

of the city. Ten teachers instruct 350 children in the first six grades here,

67 pupils checked the lists. The xinattractive building is crowded and there

is no available space for a library, a gymnasium, or an auditorium.

The section of the city from which the children come is the most

industrialized of all and many of the children have parents who work in a

small canning factory, a railroad yard, a rendering works, an oil depot

^
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and a city dump, all of which are within the school district. However,

there is also a large park within walking distance of the school. The

P, T. A. is very active and is very interested in school and child

problems

,

reaching methods are rather traditional and strict discipline

is maintained at School E. Pupils enter and leave school in lines. The

patrol boys have an important task in regulating student traffic « Fire

drills are stressed because the building is old and wooden constructiono

Newspaper articles labeled this building a firetrap of tinderbox

construction.

There is no departmental instruction here and each teacher has

a straight grade for just one year. Although the sixth grade teacher

believes that the most important point to be emphasized during the year

should always be to prepare the pupils for junior high school, finger

painting is a favorite hobby of hers and the pupils are given many

opportxmities to use finger paint.

School F is in another residential section where most of the

people own their own small homes, The red brick building with seven rooms

has a school population of 240 pupils in the grades from kindergarten

through the eighth. There is an auditorium, but no gynnasium, and until

recently no library. There is an excellent small clinic in the building

and these children receive the best health care in the city, A doctor

spends one morning a week at school and is on call at all other times.

The P, T. A, is very active; more than fifty per cent of the parents and

all of the teachers usually attend the monthly meetings, and strong
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support is whole heartedly given to school activities and to cub packs, a

boy scout troop, a girl scout troop, a browiie troop, all sponsored by the

P. T. A, 38 pupils checked the lists.

There is no departmental instruction. Teaching methods in some

rooms are very formal, but the school program has been greatly modernized

in the last three years. Some of the teachers dismiss their classes in

lines, but the children come freely into the building. The traffic problem

is very minor although there are patrol boys. Fire drills are held with

only the normal amount of emphasis placed on them.

Schools C, D, E, and F have been under the vrriter's

administration as district principal for the past two years.

The seventh school, G, is in a residential section where most of

the people own four and five room homes, but most of the houses are in

private real estate development areas that have sprung up in the last ten

years. There is more of a mixed population here than in any of the other

school neighborhoods. The school building is not very old, but it is

becoming very crowded. There is an audit ori-um, but no library, no clinic,

and no g^/mnasium. This school, however, has the largest outdoor play area

of all seven schools. Grades from kindergarten through the sixth here have

a total population of 160 in five different home rooms.

The teacher who has the combined fifth and sixth grades home

room is very traditional in her methods, but very thorough. Rigid discipline

is maintained at all times except during art lessons. The children have to

be quiet during an indoor recess period, 28 pupils checked the lists here

and the tea^hjer also checked how she thought the pupils would check the

lists. There is a mothers' club which is active in social affairs.
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The pupils of School G do not see their principal very

often because he has ten schools in his district* Children seem to

like him and he has had twelve years of classroom teaching as well

as twelve years of successful administrative experience,

A total of 600 pupils in 23 homerocmis of 7 schools

administered by four different district principals participated in

the surveyo These pupils had 25 different teachers, two of whom were

men and 23 women* All of the principals were men. Estimates of how the

pupils would check the lists or certain items on the lists were made

by twelve of these teachers*

The 600 pupils were selected as a representative sample

of the population of the schools of the city.
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CHAPTER IV

ANALYSIS OF THE DATA

After the 600 pupils had checked their responses and the check

lists were collected and were matched with the seating plans that gave

the nanes of the pupils, the writer added the number of times each of the

twenty items was checked in each of the five columns, A separate column

was made for the number of times that none of the five columns were

checked as the pupils went down the list of twenty items. Every time no

column of the five was checked, the writer checked the sixth column. In

all there was a total of 72,000 check marks made by the pupils and the

writer. Totals were made out for 120 entries vrtiich included all six

columns for each of the twenty items.

The results were then computed in percentages. Percentage totals

were made out for the number of times that each of the twenty items was

checked in each of the six columns by the 600 pupils of the seven schools.

The same thing was done for the 2S2 girls, for the 31S boys, and for the

number of pupils in each of the schools. Percentage results were computed

for 68 sixth grade pupils with I,Q,*s, according to the California Test of

Mental Maturity, of over 110j for 136 sixth grade pupils with I,Q,*s between

90 and 110, and for 8? sixth grade pupils with I.Q, »s below 90, The fifth

grade totals and the sixth grade totals were also converted into percent s.

The estimates of the twelve teachers were computed as percentages.

From a study of Table I, it may be found that three items: stay

after school, indoor recess today, and stay in line have a larger

percentage of pupils checking the column which indicates that those items

30





mak9 them mad mT angry than any •ther c«luan. One item, the hemework,

has 26,33% checking that this makes them angry as eempared te 28.67^

cheeking that the same item makes them a little werried. Stay after

seheel and stay in line might cause the reactions that they de because

they are twe items suggestive ef discipline te pupils

•

Six items; a test temerrew, repert cards, vrrite a cenq}e8itien,

beek reperts, the teacher's desk , and the hemewerk have larger

percentages ef pupils checking eelumn twe, makes yeu a little worried,

than any ether column, and three items: time fer spelling, fire drill,

and the patrel beys have larger percentages checking the eelumn that

indicates that the suggested activity makes them feel geed mere than

any ether eelumn. Eight items: finger painting, gym period, recess time,

assembly peried, club peried, the bell, music peried, and the principal

had the largest percentages ef check marks in the eelumn headed, makes

yeu very happy*

Five ef the twenty items had mere than 505^ ef the pupils

checking ene eelumn; a test temerrew had 66,B2% werried; stay after

scheel made 66,50^ nad er angry; repert cards had 61,33/^ werried;

finger painting had 57«67^ very happy, and gym peried made 55^ very

happy. Seven items >4iich suggest freedem or escape in seme form fr«i

the usual class routine had 69% or more of the check marks falling into

a combination of columns three and four, makes you feel good, and makes

you very happy* Five items which suggest activities which require pupils

to expend individual effort reveal that in each instance the pupils were

more worried than anything else. Report cards, write a composition, book

reports, a test tomorrow, and the homework were these iteois.
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TABLE I

THE EMOTIONAL REACTIONS EXPRESSED IN PERCENTAGES OF 600 FIFTH

AND SIXTH C2iADE PUPILS IN SEVEN SCHOOLS

Makes
you feel you

nad
Report cards 4.67

fuiKes

a little

61.33

you feel

15.33

you very
Vianrwnappy
15.33

feel not
XIIOCX C S> O U

1.83

not

1.50

Recess time 2.17 1.83 42.33 49.33 3.33 1.00

Music period 7.50 4.83 35.50 35.83 13.33 3.00

Stay after school 66.50 18.50 2.66 2.33 9.00 1.00

Write a composition 17.33 33.17 19.67 7.67 18.33 3.83

The bell 14.33 3.67 31.33 a.67 6.33 2.66

The principal 4.83 27.83 26.67 28.67 7.83 4.17

Indoor recess today a.83 3.67 22.50 20.17 7.83 4.00

Book reports 12.50 31.67 20.67 12.50 17.00 5.66

Assembly period 2.50 5.00 23.50 48.00 16.33 4.67

3.67 27.00 42.00 20.83 5.17

Time for spelling 9.67 25.00 34.83 21,50 6.83 2.17

The patrol boys 14.33 8.33 27.83 20.00 22.83 6.67

A test tomorrow 14.17 66.82 5.67 5.67 4.50 3.17

The teacher *s desk 6.17 30.50 21.83 9.67 26.33 5.50

The homework 28.33 28.67 20.00 8.33 10.67 4.00

Gym period 2.50 2.17 23.83 55.00 9.67 6.83

Fire drill 9.33 27.33 27.83 20.67 10.83 4.00

Finger painting 2.83 2.66 25.50 57.67 6.50 4.83

Stay in line 38.67 9.66 23.17 6.67 17.83 4.00
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Sinc« the 600 pupils were requested to check one of the five

colunuis for each of the items, it may be assumed that if the columns were

checked solely on the basis of chance, the tabulated results would show

that each column had been checked by 20^ of the pupils. The writer tried

to guard against any possibility or any tendency that the first and last

columns might not receive equal chance checking by telling the pupils,

before they began, to look at each column carefully before checking each

item. However, the first four columns might seem to be weighted more than

the fifth column because the first four have connotations of strong

feelings while the fifth denotes an absence of feeling and a pupil in the

fifth or in the sixth grade might be more apt to recognize a strong

feeling than an absence of feeling about an item. The writer made a special

point of warning the pupils to check column five if the pupils did not have

any cf the reactions implied in the headings for the first four columns or

if they were bored by an item. The word, bored, was explained so that there

would be no question of misunderstanding by the pupils. If the pupils felt

that they were not interested in an item, they were told to check the

fifth column.

It was assumed, therefore, before the lists were checked by

the pupils that a null hypothesis would assert that there would be a

chance checking of 20^ for each column after each item. By using the

formula, SE - tjPQ' a standard error (SE) of 1,6 was discovered on 20^
^ V N

of the 600 cases. In the formula, P represents the percentage, Q represents

the difference between P and 1,00 and N eqxoals the number of cases.

A range of from 18,4^ to 21,6% in the given results for any

one item in any wae column may be considered, then, as possibly due to
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chance checking by the pupils.

Critical ratios from the difference of the chance percentage

of 20 and the actual recorded percentage for any item in one of the fire

ll
columns were worked out by first using Edgerton*s Tables to find the

standard error of a percentage. To find the standard error of the

difference of the percentages the following formula was used

SE - y I SE SE
diff. \/ P P

P P VI 2
1 2

To find the critical ratio, the formula was used

CR - P - P
1 2

SE
diff.

P P
1 2

Some of the items are noticeably significant when Table I

is studied. Since the critical ratio is 11,719 for any column that has

50^ of the check marks of an item, then the items report cards and a test

tomorrow worry pupils to a significant degree far beyond the possibility

of chance checking.

The extent of the pupils' worry and the variation of the

1/ Harold A. Edgerton and Donald G. Paterson, Table Of Standard Errors

Of Percentages For Varying Numbers Of Cases . University of
Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minnesota.
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amount of worry by different pupils was not tested in the survey. Whether

anything can be done to eliminate the worry about report cards and a test

tomorrow or vriiether it is desirable to have a certain amount of worry for

pupil stimulation is open to debate. Under ideal conditions, however, report

cards might conceivably create pleasant feelings within all students and^

the writer believes, might have more value and more effectiveness than when

the reports create unpleasant feelings or >»rtien the mention of the words

stimulate unfavorable responses. If the pupils had participated in the

making of the reports under a democratic teacher - pupil relationship, it

is quite possible that the items report cards would receive more favorable

responses. The same thing might be said about the item, a test tomorrow.

The high unfavorable reactions seem evidence of undemocratic

policies regarding report cards and a test tomorrow, but it has been the

writer *s e^qjerience that the same policy is followed generally throughout

the country as in the seven schools used in this survey»

Fire drill, as an item, has a SE of 2.40 and a CR of 3,054

which is significant at the 1.% level. Recent newspaper articles about the

danger of fires in these schools plus teacher and administrative en^hasis

on the iH^ortance of fire drills might easily eijqplain why pupils should be

worried. Here again, vrtiether it is desirable that they should be worried

and to what eatent is very debatable.

However, the teacher *s desk as an item on Table I had a

CR of 4«233 when the difference between the chance percentage of pupils vrtio

might check the column,worried, and the actual percentage of those pupils

who did check tkat colimm was coii^)uted. There might be many reasons for this

significant ratio, but it certainly does not seem like a desirable situation
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that would make a person expect that pupils would voluntarily go to a

teacher's desk for help or for guidance.

Another item checked in the worry column, the principal, has

a CR of 3.262 which is significant at the 1% level. It is not known

whether the principal as an item signifies the possibility of punishment

to the pupils, whether the teachers resort to threatening their pupils

with the dread contingency of being sent to the principal, or whether

principals just naturally scare pupils. Obviously these 6OO pupils includ*

some who are worried by the principals and this fact seems very important

when all of the duties of a principal and all of the pupil - principal

relationships are considered.

It may be questioned whether the high favorable responses given

to recess time and to assembly period are evidence of desire to escape

from classroom routine or evidence of pleasure connected with those two

items. There is a CR of 11,457 for recess time in the very happy column

and a CR of 10,941 for assembly period in the same column. Both of these

ratios show that there is a significant difference from the possibility

that the columns were marked solely by chance, but the pupils would have

to be questioned and their answers analysed carefully before any

conclusions could be drawn about the reasons why the columns were checked

as they were.

In discussions about the survey, the writer found that the

teachers were most interested in discovering reactions of pupils to the

following items: report cards, stay after school, write a composition,

gym period, and stay in line. Critical ratios of the difference in the

possible percent of check marks due to chance and the actual percent of
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checks made by pupils for these items is found in Table I A»

The critical ratios given in Table I A should be studied in

relation to the percentages given in Table I, When this is done, it will

be noticed that some of the percentages vary far above the 20% level and

some vary far below the level. All of the five given for the not interested

column and computed as critical ratios for Table I A are below 20^. The

critical ratios given reveal to what extent there is significance in the

difference between the percent of pupils who checked the fifth column and

the chance possibility that 20% of the pupils would check the column.

Stay after school has a significant percent of pupils checking

that the item angers them. It seems reasonable to assume that the pupils

were angered because they considered staying after school an infringement

of their liberty. It also seems safe to question whether staying after

school is ever done for any other reason than a disciplinary one.

Interesting questions might be raised as to \«rtiether pupils can

do their best writing of compositions when worried about the process. There

is a significant difference between the chance possibility of pupils

checking and the small number of pupils who did check that writing a

composition made them very happy. The purpose for giving pupils assignments

to write coa^ositions and the types of compositions requested could be

studied in the light of pupil reactions.

It pleased the writer to discover that the pupils had significant^

unfavorable reactions to staying in line, but, although it is to be hoped

that the pupils recognize and resent regimentation, it might well be that

the explanation of the high angry percentage is that some teachers remind,

even to the point of nagging, pupils to stay in line.
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TABLE I A

CRITICAL RATIOS FROM DIFFERENCES OF PERCENTAGES POSSIBLE BY CHANCE

CHECKING AND PERCENTAGES MADE FROM 600 PUPILS ACTUALLY CHECKING FIVE ITEMS

Very Not
Mad Worried Good Happy Interested
* * *

Report cards 8o6l2 12. 2.132 2.132 10.880

* • » »•

Stay after school 12. .663 10«2 10.393 5.5

* *

Write a composition 1.219 5.310 .14 6,558 .738

* * * «
Gym period 10.294 10.488 1.643 12. 5.165

Stay in line 7.292 5.170 1.337 7.09 .990

* Significant at 1% level
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If anger and worry are considered unfavorable emotions for

classroom situations and feeling good and feeling very happy are considered

favorable reactions, then it is possible to combine the percentages of the

first two columns and to label the combination as unfavorable and also to

combine columns three and four and to label the combination as favorable.

If the percentages of one combination are subtracted from the larger

percentages of the other combination, the results may be used to show the

relative standings of the different items. Table I B, a corollary to

Table I^ shows the favorable and unfavorable reactions counted from the

percentages of the emotional reactions of the 600 pupils who checked the

check lists*

In Table IB, the figures given after the items are the

differences between the percentage of pupils who had favorable reactions

to those items and the percentage of pupils who had unfavorable reactions

to the same items. For example, 91 #66^ of the reactions to recess time were

favorable and U*OC^ of the reactions to recess time were unfavorable when

the total percentages of all the reactions of the pupils were computed

from. Table I, When the unfavorable are subtracted from the favorable

reactions, there is a difference of 8B,% more with favorable reactions*

The same procedure was followed for the other items in the

dominantly favorable combination and then the procedure was reversed for

the unfavorable combination where more pupils expressed unfavorable

reactions than favorable. Percentages were computed to the nearest whole

number to make reading easier and the table was divided into four quarters

to show relationships between items.
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TABLE I B

DIFFERENCES IN THE PERCENT OF PUPILS GIVING FAVORABLE AND UNFAVORABLE

RESPONSES ARRANGED ACCORDING TO MAGNITUDE OF THE DIFFERENCES

Item
DOMINANTLY FAVORABLE

Percentages
Favorable Unfavorable Difference

Recess time
Finger painting

91,66
83ol7

4.00
5.49

88
78

Gym period
Assembly period
Club period
Music period
The bell

78»83
71.50
69.00
71.33
73.00

4.67
7.50
5.00

12.33
18.00

74
64
64
59
55

The patrol boys
The principal
Time for spelling
Fire drill

47.83
55.34
56.33
48.50

22.66
32.66
34.67
36.66

25
23
22
12

DOMINANTLY UNFAVORABLE
Percentages

Favorable Unfavorable Differences

Stay after school 4.99 85.00 80

A test tomorrovr 11.34 80.99 70

Report cards
The homework

30,66
28,33

66.00
57.00

35
29

Write a COTiposition
Stay in line

;

Book reports
1 The teacher's desk
Indoor recess today

27.34
29.80
33.17
31.50
42.67

50.50
48.33
44.17
36.67
45.50

23
19
11

5

3
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When the percentages of the responses of the 318 boys are

compared with those of the 282 girls as is done in Table II, certain

trends seem to be apparent but when the critical ratios of the differences

of the percentages between the boys and the girls are computed, few

I

significant differences are revealed. Boys had a higher percentage of

responses for every item in the first column, the anger or mad column,

but the percentages were, in most instances, only slightly higher than

those of the girls. There does not seem to be any basis to draw any

conclusions that boys are angered more than girls by these twenty items

as a whole. However, two items revealed a significant difference at the

1% level.

The percent of boys vrtio were angered by music period

exceeded that of the girls by 6»12^, The standard error of the difference

for these two percents,if the same formula is used as in Table I A, is

2,08 and the CR is 2,942. It must be remembered that in the fifth and

sixth grades, boys* voices are changing. This might account for the

boys' unfavorable response to music period.

There was also a significant CR of 2,744 for the

coB?)arison of boys and girls in their response to the item, teacher's

desk - column one. More boys were angered than girls. It would seem from

this that the mention of a teacher's desk suggests possible punishment

or perhaps other unpleasantness to a boy more often than to a girl.

Boys were more worried than girls by twelve items

according to the percentage results of Table II, but the differences

were not significant at the 1% level except for the item, time for

spelling. There was a CR 2,991 for this item with more boys worried than
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girls

.

No significant differences were found in any of the coliunns

for the five items of Table I A, Although there were percentage differencei

between the responses of the boys and the responses of the girls, these

differences were not significant at the 1% level when critical ratios

were computed.

In the fifth column of Table II, there were two items on

which the boys exceede the girls to a significant degree. More boys

checked that they were not interested in music period and the CR between

the boys' responses and the girls' responses is 4*172

.

More boys checked that they were not interested in finger

painting. The percentage of boys checking not interested in this item

exceeded the percentage of girls checking not interested by S,22^, A

CR of 4«172 was con^)uted.

A larger percentage of girls checked the item, patrol boys,

in the not interested column, A CR of 4.503 was found to exist. It seems

natural for boys of this age level to be more interested than girls in

the item, the patrol boys. Boys from the sicth grades served on the

student patrols in all of the seven schools that had student patrols.

Girls also had a higher percentage of checkmarks after the

item^ homework, in the net interested column. There was a significant CR

of 3»052« The only explanation that can be given for this from Table II

is that a higher percent of boys than girls checked that homework made

them mad and a higher percent of boys than girls did not check any of

the five columns for this item, A careful study would have to be made to

discover whether boys dislike homework more than girls.
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TABLE II

THE EMOTIONAL REACTIONS EXPRESSED IN PERCENTAGES OF 31S BOYS AND

282 GIRLS IN THE FIFTH AND SIXTH GffiADES OF SEVEN SCHOOLS

Very Not Wat
Mad Worried Good happy interested marked

Boys 4.72 62.26 16.67 12.58 1.89 1.89
Report cards

Girls 4a6l 60.28 13.83 18.44 1.77 1.06

Boys 2.52 1.89 47.17 43.39 4.09 .94
Recess time

Girls 1.77 1.77 36.88 56.03 2.48 1.06

Boys 10.38 5.66 35.54 28.30 18.55 1.57
Music period

Girls 4.26 3.90 35.46 44.32 7.45 4.61

Boys 70.44 14.78 3.46 2.52 8.80
Stay after school

Girls 62.06 22.69 1.77 2.16 9.22 2.16

Boys 20.44 30.50 14.78 7.23 18.87 8.18
Write a composition

Girls 13.83 36.17 20.92 8.16 17.73 3.19

Boys 16,98 4.40 29.87 39.94 5.97 2.83
The bell

Girls llo35 2.83 32.98 43.62 6.74 2.48

Boys 6.04 25.47 27.36 28.63 8.49 3.99
The principal

Girls 3.19 30.49 25.88 28.72 7.09 4.61

Bojo 45.59 3.77 21.38 16.67 6.92 5.66
Indoor recess

Girls 37.59 3.55 23.76 24.11 8.86 2.16

Boys 13.84 28.30 21.69 12.58 15.72 7.86
Book reports

Girls 10.99 35.46 19.50 12.a 18o44 3.19

Boys 2.83 6,92 21.38 45.29 17.92 5.66
Assembly period

Girls 2.16 2.83 25.88 51.06 14.54 3.55
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Very Not Not
Mad Worried Good happy interested markei

Boys 2.52 5.03 25.47 36.79 23.58 6.60
Club period

Girls 2.16 28.72 47.87 17.73 3.55

Boys 10«69 29.25 31a44 17.92 7.86 2.83
Time for spelling

Girls 8«51 19.ol 38.65 25.53
p Zn
5.67 1.77

Boys 15.09 8.49 28.93 24.21 15.72 7.55
The patrol boys

Girls 13.47 8.16 26.59 15.25 30.85
r Ln
5.67

Boys 16.67 63.52 5.66 5.35 5.97 2.83
A test tomorrow

Girls 11.35 70.57 5.67 6.03 2.83 3.55

Boys S.49 33.02 15.72 6.92 27.99 7.86
The teacher's desk

Girls 3.55 27.66 28.72 12.77 24.47 2.83

Boys 30.19 28.93 19.18 7.86 8.49 5.35
The homework

Girls 26.24 28.37 20.92 8.86 13.12 2,48

Boys 3.14 2.83 22.64 57.55 7.86 5.97
Gym period

Girls 1.77 lo42 25.17 52.13 11.70 7.80

Boys 10.38 22.01 30.50 19.81 13.21 4.09
Fire drill

Girls 8.16 33.33 24.82 21.63 8.16 3.90

Boys 3.46 2.20 26, bZ 49.06 10a38 6.27
Finger painting

Girls 2.16 3.19 21o99 67.a 2.16 3ol9

Boys 37.42 8.80 20.13 6.92 19.49 7.23
Stay in line

Girls 36.52 10.64 26.59 6.38 15.96 3.90





TABLE III

DIFFERENCES IN THE PERCENT OF 282 GIRLS GIVING FAVORABLE AND UNFAVORABLE

RESPONSES ARRANGED ACCORDING TO MAGNITUDE OF THE DIFFERENCES

DOMINANTLY FAVORABLE

Item

Recess time
Finger painting

Gym period
Club period
Assembly period
Music period
The bell

Ti«e for spelling

The principal
The patrol boys
The teacher's desk
Indoor recess
Fire drill

Stay after school
A test tomorrow

Report cards

The homework
Write a composition
Book reports
Stay in line

Percentages
Favorable Unfavorable

92.91
89.40

77.30
76.59
76.94
79.98
76.60

64.18

54.60
41.84
a.49
47.87
46.45

3.54
5.35

3.19
2,16
4.99
8.16

14.18

28.32

33.68
21.63
31.21
41.14
41.49

Difference

89
84

74
74
72
72
62

DOMINANTLY UNFAVORABLE

3.93
11.70

32.27

29.78
29.08
31.91
32.97

84.75
81,92

64.89

54.61
50.00
46.45
47.16

36

21
20
10

7
5

81

70

33

25
21
15
U





TABLE IV

DIFFERENCES IN THE PERCENT OF 31S BOYS GIVING FAVORABLE AND UNFAVORABLE

RESPONSES ARRANGED ACCORDING TO MAOIITUDE OF THE DIFFERENCES

DOMINANTLT FAVORABLE

Percentages
Item Favorable Unfavorable Difference

Recess time 90.56 4*41 86

Gym period 80.19 5.97 74
Finger painting 77.68 5*66 72
Assembly period 66.67 9«75 57
Club period 62.26 7.55 55

Husic period 63.84 16.04 48
The bell 69.81 21.38 48
The patrol boys 53.14 23.58 30

The principal 55.99 31.51 24
Fire drill 50.31 32.39 18
Time for spelling 49.36 39.94 9

DOMINANTLT UNFAVORABLE

Stay after school 5.98 85.22 79

A test tMiorrow 11.01 80.19 69

Report cards 29.25 66.98 38
The homework 27.04 59.12 32
Write a composition 22.01 50.94 29

Stay in line 27.05 46.22 19
The teacher »s desk 22.64 41.51 19
Indoor recess 38.05 49.36 11
Book reports 34.27 42.14 8





Table V shows the percentages of the responses of 291 sixth

grade pupils who were sorted on the basis of their intelligence quotients.

These pupils were 96^ of all the pupils in the sixth grade who took the

check lists; the other k% were absent when the California Test of Mental

Maturity was given.

From a ccaa^arison of the percentages in Table V, it is

apparent that these 291 children regardless of their intelligence levels

reacted very much the same way to certain activities that were suggested

by the check list* In all three divisions of the I,Qo range, checked

that indoor recess made them angry, for exaa^le, and between 95 #55^ and

97.^ checked that recess time either made them feel good or made them feel

very happy. Since recess time suggests going out of the building to these

students, the responses seem to indicate a definite weakness in indoor

recess programs. The percentage of pupils checking that they were angered

by indoor recess was significant far beyond the possibility of chance

cheeking

»

An interesting trend might be indicated by the percentage

©f pupils who are angered by the two items - music period and stay in line.

The pupils with I.Q. »s above 110 were more angered by these items than were

the other pupils. Music, as taught in the seven schools during regular

mueic periods, was definitely a matter of mass instruction although

individual instrumental and vocal lessons are given to many pupils during

the school day. Music period probably suggested the regular class periods

to the students. Stay in line also suggests regimentation. It may be asked

if the high I,Q« pupils object more than other pupils to being regimented.
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However, although the percentages might indicate a possible trend, the

differences in the percentages for the three groups were not significant

at the 1% level.

The pupils in the 90 to 110 I*Q, group were more worried than

the other pupils by the mention of report cards. The report cards that

were used in the seven schools were originally made more for average pupils

than for low or for superior children. It is natural to expect that the

superior students would not be as worried as the average ones when the same

report cards are used for both groups, but the low I,Q. pupils have

•vidently become more indifferent than the average group to report cards*

Bearing in mind the differences in the responses of the different groups,

it may be questioned if one report card may adequately serve children of

varying levels of intelligence

«

In responses to being worried by fire drill, there is a succession

of higher percentages from the high I,Q. group to the low I.Q, group. A CR

•f 2,313 exists between the difference of the percent of the alMve 110

group and the percent of the below 90 group. Although this is not

significant at the 1% level, it seems to indicate a situation that should

be taken into account by teachers during fire drills.

A large difference of 12,23^ exists between the percentage of

below 90 pupils who are very happy about book reports and the larger percent

of above 110 pupils who are also very happy about this item. This again

seems very natural since higher I,Q, pupils should be able to read better

than other students in general, but the critical ratio of the differences

in percent is 2.261,
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TABLE V

EMOTIONAL REACTIONS EXPRESSED IN PERCENT OF 68 SIXTH G51ADE

PUPILS WITH I.Q. »S ABOVE 110, 136 SIXTH (mm PUPILS with i.q. 's

BETWEEN 90 AND 110 AND 87 SIXTH GKADE PUPILS WITH I.Q. 'S BELOW 90

Had Worried Good
Very-

Happy
Not

Interested
Not

Report cards -
Above
90 -

Below

110
no
90

1.47
3.68
5.75

60.29
76.47
70.n

23.53
8.82

12.64

14.71
8.09
9.19

1.47
2.29

1.47

Recess time -
Above
90 -

Below

110
110
90 1.15

38.24
47.79
55.17

57.35
49.26
a.38

4.a
1.47
1.15

1.47
1.15

•

Music period-
Above
90 -

Below

110
110
90

13.24
6.62
8.05

4.a
1.47
3.45

33.82
41.91
32.18

35.29
33.82
45*98

13.24
14.71
9.19

1.47
1.15

Stay after
school

Above
90 -

Below

110
110
90

70.59
64.71
65.52

17.65
22.79
14.94

2.94
8.05

2.94
11.76
5.88

10.34
.74

1.15

Write a
composition

Above
90 -

Below

110
110
90

22.06
25.74
22.99

36.76
30.15
32.18

17.65
16.18
12.64

7.35
3.67
2.29

l6ol8
22.06
25.29

2.20
4.59

The bell
Above
90 -

Below

no
110
90

8,82
11.76
17.24

1.47
5.88
1.15

a.53
38.23
31.03

36.76
38.97
41.38

11.42
3.68
8.05

mm

1.47
1.15

1

The principal-
Above
90 -

Below

no
no
90

1.47
5.15

5.59

33.82
33.09
19.54

27.94
30,88
27.59

25.00
24.26
27.59

8.82
5.88

12.79

2.94
.74

6.89

Indoor recess-
Above
90 -

Below

no
no
90

44,15
44.85
44.83

4.40
2.21
1.15

23.53
25.00
25.29

19.12
18.38
22.99

7.33
8.09
4.59

1.47
1.47
1.15
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Very Not Not
Haa Worried Happy Interested MarKeci

Above 110 ll.YO 35»29 1 fi /Ic17.05 T A TO19.12 14.71 1.47
Bbok reports 7O - TinJJ.U T 0 CA 3o.97 1 /C 01 AO 19.85 0 At*

Below 90 U.94 35.63 16.09 6.89 22.99 3.45

Above 110 5.88 T ft T ft19.12 A Aft58.82 15.18
Assembly period 90 - 110 •74 0 OJ2.94 19.12 CO53.58 00 f\C22.05 1.47

Below 90 3.45 5o75 33.33 36.78 17.24 3.45

Above 110 ft ft ftZ.22.05 irft ft 1

52.94
ftft ftz22.05 ft ft 12.94

Club period 90 - 110 5.15 od /Ld28.58 OA rn39.71 OC AA25.00 1.47
Below 90 4.59 4.59 31.03 34.48 17.24 8.05

Above 110 5.88 Oft fic^30«88 ft J38.24 14.71 A do8.82 T IT1.47
Time for spelling-90 - T T A110 o«o2 2o*o8 O/L AO35.03 00 A/L22.05 c dd5.88 .74

Below 90 13.79 26o44 32.18 20.69 6.89

Above T 1 A110 lo«18 5.08 25.47 OA CA20,59 ftO ' ft J27.94 ft ft 12.94
The patrol boys 90 - 1 1 A110 A AO8,09 5.88 OA 1 T29.41 25,47 ft0 CO

23.53 5.52
Below 90 14.94 4.59 28.74 17.24 27.59 6.89

Above T 1 A110 10.29 rrft J T79.41 4.41 ft ft 12,94 ft ft 1

2.94
A test tomorrow 90 - 1 T A110 13.97 75.74 1.47 1 1

1

4.41 ft ft3.57 ft 1

.74
Below 90 26.44 57.47 5.75 1.15 4.59 4.59

Above 1 1 A110 0 ft 12»94 41.53 17.55 4.41 Oft ftft32.00 T f ft
1.47

The teacher's 90 - T 1 A110 5.15 0033.81 0 c rn25.74 /lo5,52 ftft ftT27.21 1 1 ft1.47
desk Below 90 10.34 28.74 26.44 9.19 19.54 5.75

Above 1 1 A110 23*53 38.24 1 0 0113.24 A do8.82 *l 1 ft!14.71 1.47
The h^ework 90 - 1 1 A110 32.35 29.41 17.55 5.88 T 1 AO11.03 0 z.d3.58

Below 90 29.89 22.99 24.14 5.75 11.49 5.75

Above 110 2.94 17.65 72.06 7.35
Gym period 90 - 110 1.47 .74 26.47 55.15 11.03 5.15

Below 90 3.45 4.59 21.84 48.28 9.19 12.64
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Kad Worried Good
Very
Happy

Not
Interested

Not
Marked

Fire drill
Above 110 8,82
90—110 9.56

Below 90 5.75

Above 110 4.41
Finger painting--90-110 .74

Below 90 1.15

Stay in line
Above no 52.94

90-110 36.03
Belew 90 35.63

17.65 a.53 17.65
26.47 30.88 19.12
33.33 29.89 16.09

26.47 57.35
3.68 24.26 61.76
4.59 37.93 42.53

7.35 U.71
11.76 25.00 7.35
5.75 26.44 2.29

14.45
11.03
8.05

8.82

7.35
4.59

25.00
17.65
19.54

2.94
6.89

2.94
2.21
9.19

2.21
10.35

Stihool cf t<ViC*i»ot>

Library
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TABLE VI

DIFFERENCES IN THE PERCENT OF 68 SIXTH GSIADE HIGH I.Q. PUPILS GIVING

FAVORABLE AND UNFAVORABLE RESPONSES ARRANGED ACCORDING TO

MAGNITUDE OF THE DIFFERENCES

Item

Recess time
Gym period
Finger painting

DOMINANTLY FAVORABLE
Percentages

Favorable Unfavorable

95o59
89.71
83.82

2.94
4.a

Difference

96
87
79

Club period
Assembly period
The bell
Music period

75.00
77.94
78.29
69.11

5.88
10.29
17.65

75
72
68
51

Fire drill 59.18 26.47 33

The patrol boys
Time for spelling
The principal

47.06
52.95
52.95

22.06
30.76
35.29

25
22
18

DOMINANTLY UNFAVORABLE

Stay after school
A test tomorrow 7.35

88.24
89.70

88
82

Stay in line 14.71
The homework 22.06
Write a composition 25.00

60.29
61.77
58.82

46
40
34

Report cards
The teacher's desk
Book reports
Indoor recess

38.24
22.06

36.77
42.65

61.77
44.47
47.05
48.55

24
22
10
6
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TABLE VII

DIFFERENCES IN THE PERCENT OF 136 SIXTH GRADE AVERAO: I.Q. PUPIIS GIVING

FAVORABLE AND UNFAVORABLE RESPONSES ARRANGED ACCORDING TO THE

MAGNITUDE OF THE DIFFERENCES

DOMINANTLI FAVORABLE
Percentages

lien Favorable Unfavorable Difference

Recess time 97.05 97
Finger painting 86.02 4.42 82
Gym period 81.62 2.21 79

Assembly period 72.80 3.68 69
Music period 75.74 8.09 68
Club period 68.39 5.15 63
The bell 77.20 17.64 60

The patrol boys 55.88 13.97 42

Time for spelling 58.09 35.30 23
The principal 55.14 38.24 17
Fire drill 50.00 36.03 14

DOMINANTLY UNFAVORABLE

A test tomorrow 5.88 89.71 84
Stay after school 5.88 87.50 82

Report cards 16.91 79.15 62

The homework 23.53 61.76 38
Write a con^josition 19o85 55.89 36

f Book reports 24.99 51.47 26

Stay in line 32.35 47.79 15
The teacher's desk 32.35 38.96 7
Indoor recess 43.38 47.06 4





TABLE VIII

DIFFERENCES IN THE PERCENT OF 87 SIXTH C21ADE LOW I.Q. PUPILS GIVING

FAVORABLE AND UNFAVORABLE RESPONSES ARRANGED ACCORDING TO

MAGNITUDE OF THE DIFFERENCES

Item

Recess time

Finger painting
Music period
Gym period
Assembly period
Club period
The bell

DOMINANTLY FAVORABLE
Percentages

Favorable Unfavorable

96.55

80,46
78.16
70.12
70.12
65.51
72.41

1*15

5.74
llo50
8.04
9.20
9.20

18.39

Difference

95

75
67
62
61

56

54

The principal
The patrol boys

55.18
45.98

25.13
19.53

30
26

Time for spelling
Fire drill
Indoor recess

52.87
45.98
48.28

40.23
39.08
45.98

13

7
2

DominantI7 Unfavorable

A test tomorrow 6.90 83.91 77

Stay after school
Report cards

Write a composition
Book reports

8.05
21.83

U.93
22.98

80.46
75.86

55.17
50.57

72

54

40
28

The homework
Stay in line
The teacher's desk

29.89
28.73
35.63

52.88

a.38
39.08

23
13

3
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Included in the lists checked by the 600 pupils were 295

by fifth grade pupils and 305 by sixth grade pupils o Percentages were

c<»aputed for the reactions of all the children in the fifth grade and of

all in the sixth. These percentages for each column and each item may be

found in Table IX© Table X shows how the fifth grade children checked the

list when the percentages of the reactions were divided into the

differences between favorable and unfavorable responses. Table XI repeats

the same process for the sixth grade responseso Similarities and

differences between the responses of the two grades may be studied in

Table IX vrtiile similarities and differences within either grade may be

studied in Table X or Table XI

,

In the percentages given in the first column of Table IX,

there is a significant difference with a CR of 4*03 of more sixth grade

pupils than fifth graders angry about writing a compositiono No true

explanation can be offered by the writer for this difference It can only

be surmised that since much more emphasis is placed on writing cwagpesitions

in the sixth than in the fifth grade, more pressure is put on the upper

grade pupils and they, in turn, attach their resulting resentment to

the activity.

The converse situation occurs in a comparison of columns

three and four for the same item, A larger percent of fifth graders than

sixth feel good and also feel very happy about writing con?)ositions • A

CR of 3.614 exists between the difference of the 11#52^ of fifth graders

*rtio are very happy and the 3»93^ of sixth irtio checked very happy. This

significant CR seems to be an indictment of the teaching of composition
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writing in the sixth grade . Some of the loss of popularity might be due

to the fact that sixth graders have to follow more rules in writing than

do the fifth grade pupils©

Book reports, as a suggested activity, created a 10.28^ more

worried response from the sixth graders than from the fifth, A significant

CR of 2,741 exists in the difference between the percents of the two

grades. The same e^lanation as was given for writing a composition

might be given for book reports*

The most obvious difference in the percent of responses made

by the pupils of the two grades occurs in column four, item one of Table

IXo The fifth grade children checked that they were very happy more

often than their older brothers and sisters *riien both groups checked

their responses to report cards, A statistically significant CR of 3«885

was computed from the difference between the 21,02^ of the fifth grade

and the 9^63% of the sixth grade returns. The fifth grade also showed the

higher percent checking that they felt good about report cards.

In six of the seven schools, the fifth grade children had not

received any report cards before entering that grade as the general

practice was to give out report cards beginning in grade five. Since the

sixth grade people felt less good and more worried, it might be said in

this case about report cards that familiarity breeds worrya

There is a higher favorable response to the item about the

patrol boys in the sixth grade, but in all the schools that had student

patrols, the sixth grade boys were always assigned to the student patrol

because they were usually older and bigger than the fifth grade boys.





TABLE IX

THE EMOTIONAL REACTIONS EXPRESSED IN PERCENT OP 295 FIFTH GRADE AND

305 SIXTH GRADE PUPILS OP SEVEN SCHOOLS

Mad Worried Good
Very
Happy

Not
Interested

Not
Marked

Beport cards
Fifth

Sixth 3.93

51.52

7O082

16.95

13.77

21.02

9.83

2.03

1 Li1.64

3.05

Recess time
Fifth

Sixth

4.07

.33

3.73 35.93

48.52

49.49

49.18

4.a

2.29

2.37

.33

Kasic period
Fifth

Sixth 8o52

Oo78

2.95

34.58

36o39

33.89

37.70

13.89

12.79

4.41

1.64

Fifth
Stay after school

Sixth

oo«44

66.56

17.03

19.34

l.o9

3.61

0 Oft3.39

1.31

9.49

8.52

1.36

.66

Fifth
Write a coi^osition

Sixth

11«19

23.28

33.56

32.79

23.73

15.74

11.52

3.93

15.59

20.98

4.a

3.28

The bell
Fifth

Sixth

14.58

14.09

4.07

3.28

26.44

36.07

47.79

35.74

6,10

6.56

1.01

4.27

The principal
Fifth

Sixth

5.76

3.93

26.10

29.51

25.42

27.87

29.83

27.54

7.12

8.52

5.76

2.62

>

Indoor recess
Fifth

Sixth

42.71

40.98

3.73

3.61

20.00

24.92

20.68

19.67

8.81

6.88

4.07

3.93
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Fifth
Book reports

Sixth

Fifth
Assembly period

Sixth

Fifth
Club period

Sixth

Fifth
Time for spelling

Sixth

Fifth
The patrol boys

Sixth

Fifth
A test tomorrow

Sixth

Fifth
The teacher's desk

Sixth

Fifth
The homewprk

Sixth

Fifth
Gym period

Sixth

Mad Worried Good

11.86 26,44 23,39

13.11 36.72 18.03

3.73 5.76 24.07

1.31 4.27 22.95

I. 36 3.39 26.10

1.31 3.93 27.87

10.85 22.37 33.89

8.52 27.54 35.74

17.63 11.19 27.79

II.15 5.57 27.87

13.56 61.69 8.14

14.75 71.80 3.28

6.78 25.76 18.30

5.57 35.08 25.24

27.12 27.46 21.69

29.51 29.84 18.36

3.05 2,37 25.08

1.97 1.97 22,62

Very Not Not '

Happy Interested Markedj

U.24 15.59 8.47

10,82 18.36 2.95

46.44 12.88 7.12

49.51 19.67 2.29

42.37 20.34 6.44

41.64 21.30 3.93

22.37 6.78 3.73

20.66 6.88 .66

16.61 19.66 7.12

23.28 25.90 6.23

7.79 5.08 3.73

3.61 3.93 2.62

12.20 28.14 8.81

7.21 . 24.59 2.29

9.83 9.15 4.75

6.88 12.13 3.28

52.20 9.49 7.79

57.70 9.83 5.90





Very Not Net
Mad Worried Good Happy Interested Marked

Fifth
Fire drill

Sixth

Fifth
Finger painting

Sixth

Fifth
Stay in line

Sixth

23o05

8.85 31*47

4.07 2.37

1.64 2.95

36.61 9.49

40.66 9.83

24.41 23.05

31.14 18.36

22.03 58.64

28.85 56.72

24.07 8.14

22.29 5.25

10.85 8.81

10.49

6.44 6.44

6.56 3.28

16.61 5.08

19.02 2.95
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TABLE X

DIFFERENCES IN THE PERCENT OF 295 FIFTH GBRADE PUPILS GIVING FAVORABLE AND

UNFAVORABLE RESPONSES ARRANGED ACCORDING TO MAGNITUDE OF THE DIFFERENCES

DQMINANTLY FAVORABLE

Percentages
Item Favorable Unfavorable Difference

Recess time 82,42 7.80 75
Finger painting 80.67 6M 74
Gym period 77.28 5.42 72
Club period 68.47 4.75 64
Assembly period 70.51 9.49 61
The bell 74.23 18.65 56
Music period 68.47 13.22 55

The principal 55.25 31.86 23
Time for spelling 56.26 33.22 23
Patrol boys 44.40 28.82 16
Fire drill 47.46 32.88 15

DOMINANTLY UNFAVORABLE

Stay after school 5.08 84.07 79

A test tomorrow 15.93 75.25 59

The homework 31.52 54.58 23
Report cards 37.97 56.94 19
Stay in line 32.21 46.10 14
Write a composition 35.25 44.75 10
Indoor recess 40.68 46.44 6
The teacher's desk 30.50 32.54 2
Book reports 37.63 38.30 1
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TABLE XI

DIFFERENCES IN THE PERCENT OF 305 SIXTH (31ADE PUPILS GIVING FAVORABLE AND

UNFAVORABLE RESPONSES ARRANGED ACCORDING TO MAGNITUDE OF THE DIFFERENCES

DOMINANTLY FAVORABLE

Iten

Recess time
Finger painting
Gym period
Assembly period
Club period
Music period
The bell

Patrol boys

The principal
Time for spelling
Fire drill

Percentages
Favorable Unfavorable

97.70
65.57
80.32
72.46
69.51
74.09
71.81

51.15

55.41
56.40
49.50

•33
4.59
3.94
5.58
5.24

11.47
17.37

16.72

33.44
36.06
40.32

Difference

97
81
76
67
64
63
54

34

22
20
9

DOMINANTLY UNFAVORABLE

Stay after school
A test tomorrow

Report cards

Write a composition
The hcMiework

Stay in line
Book reports
The teacher's desk

4.92
6.89

23.60

19.67
25.24

27.54
28.85

32.45

85.90
86.55

74.75

56.07
59.35

50.49
49.83
40.65

81
80

51

36
34

23
21
8

ladder recess

NO DOMINANT DIFFERENCE

44.59 44.59
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Despite the fact that all seven schools used in the survey are

located within the boundaries of one city, a great inany differences exist

in the size of the school populations, the physical plants, and the other

features of these schools. These seven schools are located in varying

types of environments and the background of the children who attend the

schools differ greatly. Varying degrees of freedom are permitted to the

students in the seven schools and the teaching techniques range from the

modern to the traditional with most of the teachers employing middle of

the road practices in the classrooms.

Schools A, B, and C are relatively close in size of school

population having successively 192, 130, and 13S pupils in the fifth and

sixth grades who checked the lists for this study. School A has 7 teachers

of the fifth and sixth grades; School B has 5 teachers for those grades,

and School C has 6 teachers for grades five and six« Table XII shows a

comparison of the differences in percent of favorable and unfavorable

responses by the students for these schools.

Of the three. School B has the best playground area and the best

facilities for outdoor recess periods. School A has the smallest outdoor

area. Although the differences in percent fall within a range of 10 points,

School B has the highest and School A has the lowest difference.

The art and finger painting programs of the three schools are all

apparently the same since the teachers follow carefully outlines made out

by the city art supervisor, but both School A and School B operate on a

departmental basis with one teacher handling art instruction vriiereas in

School C each homeroom teacher instructs her own pupils in art and in
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every other subject except music.

School B has an assembly period every Wednesday morning but

assemblies are not regularly scheduled in the other two schools. Assemblies

are held frequently however. School B has the highest favorable difference

in percent redorded for assembly period.

Three items obviously seem to have received much more

favorable response in School C than in the other two schools. Club period,

one of these items, had a difference of 95% favorable over unfavorable

responses in School C, A very popular club program has been operating

on Thursday afternoons for the last three years here. Pupils have a wide

choice of activities and a great amount of freedom during these club

periods.

Indoor recess is popular at School C because games and

activities are made available to the pupils without depriving them of

freedom. It might be because of this that the item received a higher

favorable response at C than at the other two schools.

Unfavorable responses might easily be esqplained on the basis

of conditions beyond the control of the schools. School A is located in

a low economic neighborhood and many of the children are definitely

underprivileged.
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TABLE XII

COMPARISON OF THE DIFFERENCES IN PERCENT OF FAVORABLE AND UNFAVORABLE

RESPONSES FOR THREE SCHOOLS - ARRANGED IN ORDER OF MAGNITUDE

OF SUCH DIFFERENCES FOR THE TOTAL POPULATION OF SURVEY

PREDOMINANTLY FAVORABLE

Differences in Percent

It>eiii School A School B School

Recess time 83 93 88

Finger painting 72 70 89

Gya. period 76 B6 85

Assemblv oeriod 70 86 72

Club Deriod 57 69 99

Music Deriod 56 48 68WW

The bell 55 67 64

The patrol boys 26 21 28

The principal Unfav. 13 59

Time for spelling d 22 23

Fire drill Unfav, a 36

Indoor recess Unfav, Unfav. 35

The teacher's desk Unfav. Unfav. 12

Book reports Unfav. Unfav. 4

Stay after school

A test tomorrow

Report cards

PREDOMINANTLY UNFAVORABLE

73 90

66 80

36 42

84

65

23
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Item

The homework

Write a composition

Stay in line

Book reports

The teacher's desk

Indoor recess

Fire drill

The principal

School A School B School C

32 38 U
24 55 U
lib 38 9

15 42 Fav.

8 13 Fav.

17 12 Fav,

20 Fav. Favo

14 Fav. Fav.
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TABLE XIII

DIFFERENCES IN THE PERCENT OF FAVORABLE AND UNFAVORABLE RESPONSES FOR

SCHOOL D

FAVORABLE UNFAVORABLE

Finger painting 86 Report cards 100
A test tomorrow 100
Staj after school 86

Fire drill
Recess time
The principal
Indoor recess

71
57
57
57

The bell
The homework

57
57

Club period
Music period

28
28

Book reports 43
Write a C(»aposition 28
Time for spelling 28

The teacher's desk 14

There was no difference in the percent of favorable and

unfavorable responses for the item - stay in line.

Three items: assembly period^ gym period^ and the patrol

boys were checked 100^ not interested.
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TABLE XIV

COMPARISON OF THE DIFFERENCES IN PERCENT OF FAVORABLE AND UNFAVORABLE

RESPONSES FOR THREE SCHOOLS - ARRANGED IN ORDER OF MAGNITUDE

OF SUCH DIFFERENCES FOR THE TOTAL POPUUTION OF SURVEY

PREDOMINANTLY FAVORABLE

Differences in Percent

Item School E School F School G

Recess time 90 87 100

Finger painting 85 68 86

Gtjm. period 46 68 50

Assembly period 15 76 Unfar,

Club period 39 71 Unfav.

Iftisie period 61 47 57

The bell 40 24 57

The patrol boys 37 24 4

The principal 54 53 11

Time for spelling 51 26 39

Fire drill 4 No difference 43

Indoor recess Unfav, 16 Unfavo

The teacher's desk UnfaT* 13 Unfav,

Book reports No difference 37 4

1 Stay in line 10 Unfav» UnfaTo

Write a composition 2 11 UnfaVo
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TABLE XIV - Continued

PREDCMINANTLY UNFAVORABLE

Differences in Percent

Item

Stay after school

A test tomorrow

Report cards

The homework

Write a composition

Stay in line

Book reports

The teacher *s desk

Indoor recess

Club period

Assembly period

School E

73

67

3

14

Far.

Fav.

No difference

24

36

Fav.

Fav.

School F

63

68

39

26

Fav.

32

Fav.

Fav«

Fav.

Fav.

Fav.

School G

96

71

64

36

29

54

Fav.

7

11

7

7
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A secondary purpose of the vrriter in making this study vrais to

evaluate the ability of teachers to judge the emotional reactions of their

pupils at any specific time; only a very limited attempt to carry through

this purpose was made because of the magnitude of the possible project.

Twelve teachers in four schools were asked to make estimates of how they

thought that the pupils in their classes felt on the day that the check

lists were given. The teachers were asked to give serious consideration to

their estimates and to take at least two hours to fill out the sheets given

to them. The purpose of the thesis was explained to these teachers vrtio were

enthusiastic in their cooperation.

Eight of the teachers filled in an estimated number of pupils

under each column heading for each of the twenty items. These numbers were

later converted by the writer into percentages of the total number of

pupils in each teacher's class. Four teachers were asked to fill in after

each pupil *s name how the teacher thought that the pupil felt about certain

selected items. The totals for the different columns and different items

were again converted into percentages. The teachers and the pupils checked

all five coliuBns, but the writer combined the favorable percentages and the

unfavorable percentages. The percentages of those not interested and those

not checking any columns have been omitted so as to show better the

relationships between how the teacher thought the pupils would react and

how the pu|>ils actually reacted either favorably or unfavorably.

Of the twelve teachers, one has a master's degree in eduaation,

four have bachelor degrees, and the other seven are graduates of either

two or three year normal schools. The teachers range in emerience from one
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teacher vdth two years of classrooa teaching to a teacher with forty

years of classroom experience, but the writer did not make any attempt

to Judge vriiether classroom experience helped the teacher in estimating

how pupils felt about school activities.

Classes rated by the twelve teachers ranged in size from the

largest with 41 pupils to the smallest with 7 pupils, but in the latter

case, these 7 were part of a class of 27 in a one room school. The

tables are arranged following this page in the order of the size of

the classes with the largest class first. There are twelve tables; one

for each class*

On these twelve tables, the percentages of the pupils who

reacted favorably and the percentages of those who reacted unfavorably

are given for each item and then next to the pupils* percentages are

the percentages of the estimates of the teachers « The percentages do

not always total 100 because columns five and six from the check list

have been oadtted*

Letters of the alphabet have been used to disguise the

identity of the teachers so that they may be saved from any possible

embarrassment. All of the twelve teachers are considered successful

classroom teachers by their administrators and all are regular members

of the teaching staff of the city.





TABLE XV

BACmOUND OF 12 TEACHERS WHO GAVE ESTIMATES OF PUPIL REACTIONS

Teacher

0

P

Q

R

S

T

U

V

W

X

T

Z

Years of
College

Preparation

3

5

4

3

2

4

4

4

2

2

2

3

Tears of
Teaching

Experience

12

2

13

16

a

5

12

23

40

29

32

3

Different Grades
Taught in

Career

Type of
Present School

schedule

1

5

1

4

5

5

5

3

5

5

5

1

8

6

6

6

8

6

6

d

6

6

8

8

Departmental

Departmental

Departmental

Departmental

Combined 5th & 6th
Grades in one

classroom

Straight grades

Straight grades

Straight grades

Straight i^ades

Straight grades

Strai^t grades

One room rural with
all grades
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TABLE XVI

PERCENTAOSS OF REACTIONS OF 41 FIFTH (21ADE PUPILS AND THE ESTIMATES

OF THEIR REACTIONS BY THEIR TEACHER - MISS 0

UNFAVORABLE FAVORABLE

% OF PUPILS * ^ OF ESTIMATE % OF PUPILS* % OF ESTH-IATE

Report cards 56 22 27 0

Recess time 0 0 83 100

Music period 12 12 63 85

Stay after school 73 32 7 12

Write a
conposition 63 100 5 0

The bell 12 0 71 88

The principal 39 15 39 61

Indoor recess 66 92 22 0

Book reports 44 d5 17 15

Assembly period 7 0 78 93

Club period 5 0 69 100

Time for spelling 44 25 36 25

The patrol boys 22 10 36 0

A test tomorrow 71 49 9 25

The teacher's desk 32 7 39 85

The homework 25 14 20 0

Gym period 5 7 71 93

Fire drill 53 10 27 0

Finger painting 5 0 63 90

Stay in line 63 92 22 0





TABLE XVII

PERCENTAGES OF REACTIONS OF 37 SIXTH GRADE PUPILS AND THE ESTIMATES

OF THEIR REACTIONS BY THEIR TEACHER - MR. P

UNFAVORABLE

% OF PUPILS % OF ESTIMATE

FAVORABLE

% OF PUPILS % OF ESTIMATE

Report cards 62

Stay after
school 81

Write a
compositioa 71

Time for
spelling 49

Gy« period 5

Stay in line 40

25

16

19

19

©

43

30

41

79

25

60

38

79

68

100

43
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TABLE XVIII

PERCENTAGES OF REACTIONS OF 31 SIXTH GRADE PUPILS AND THE ESTIMATES

OF THEIR REACTIONS BY THEIR TEACHER - MISS Q

UNFAVORABLE

% OF PUPILS % OF ESTIMATES

FAVORABLE

% OF PUPILS % OF ESTIMATES

Report cards 80

Stay after
school 84

Time for
spelling 45

Gym period 6

Stay in line 62

52

94

6

6

68

17

10

48

87

10

42

84

94

0
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TABLE XIX

PERCENTAGES OF REACTIONS OF 31 FIFTH GRADE PUPILS AND THE ESTIMATES

OF THEIR REACTIONS BY THEIR TEACHER - MISS R

UNFAVORABLE

% OF PUPILS % OF ESTIMATE

FAVORABLE

% OF PUPILS % OF ESTIMATE

Report cards 61

Recess time 0

Miisic period 6

Write a
cc»q)osition 45

The bell 22

The principal 61

Assembly period 13

Club period 6

The patrol boys 19

Gym period 3

Fire drill 51

Finger painting 10

61

0

0

32

0

0

0

32

0

0

0

0

36

94

87

13

66

26

71

39

55

91

39

69

33

94

84

0

94

91

94

61

94

94

94

94
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TABLE XX

PERCENTAGES OF REACTIONS OF 2S FIFTH AND SKTH (21ADES PUPILS AND

THE ESTIMATES OF THEIR REACTIONS BT THEIR TEACHER - MISS S

UNFAVORABLE

% OF PUPILS % OF ESTIMATE

FAVORABLE

% OF PUPILS % OF ESTIMATE

Report cards 82?

Stay after
school 96

Write a
composition 53

Time for
spelling 29

Gym period 4

Stay in line 75

86

89

43

68

0

71

18

25

68

43

21

11

0

28

25

100

0
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TABLE XXI

PERCENTAGES OF REACTIONS OF 26 FIFTH C31ADE PUPILS AND THE ESTIMATES

OF THEIR REACTIONS BY THEIR TEACHER - MISS T

UNFAVORABLE

t OF PUPILS % OF ESTIMATE

FAVORABLE

% OF PUPILS % OF ESTIMATE

Report cards 54

Recess time 7

Music period 12

Stay after school 89

Write a
ccmposition 35

12

15

27

23

0

The bell

The principal

Indoor recess

Book reports

Assembly period

Club period

Time for spelling 46

The patrol boys 46

A test tomorrow 81

The teacher *s

desk 27

The homework 42

Gym period 0

Fire drill 27

Finger painting 19

Stay in line 46

73

0

0

31

38

19

0

15

23

0

0

0

A2

48

0

42

0

15

0

15

42

89

85

0

54

77

73

54

54

77

88

54

46

12

50

38

88

58

77

31

27

100

92

54

42

81

100

54

54

100

80

80

0

42

77

0

73

58

92

0
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TABLE XXII

PERCENTAGES OF REACTIONS OF 26 FIFTH GRADE PUPILS AND THE ESTIMATES

1 OF THEIR REACTIONS BY THEIR TEACHER - MISS U

UNFAVORABLE FAVORABLE

% OF PUPILS % OF ESTIMATE % OF PUPILS % OF ESTIMATE

Report cards 54 38 38 61

Recess time d 0 69 95

Masic period 16 0 46 58

Stay after school 73 81 8 0

Write a
composition 50 16 20 77

The bell 16 42 58 38

The principal 27 23 58 77

Indoor recess 50 38 27 61

Book reports 46 23 27 58

Assembly period 20 0 64 100

Club period 0 0 92 100

Time for SDelline 42 L 42 77

The patrol boys 23 0 50 81

Test tomorrow 62 96 31 0

Teacher's desk 31 42 20 38

The homework 54 58 31 23

gym period 00 0 85 77

w
Fire drill 31 23 38 77

Finger painting 0 0 85 81

Stay in line 42 23 23 77
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TABLE XXIII

PERCENTAGES OF REACTIONS OF 24 FIFTH C3iADE PUPILS AND THE ESTIMATES

OF THEIR REACTIONS BY THEIR TEACHER - MISS V

UNFAVORABLE

% OF PUPILS % OF ESTIMATES

FAVORABLE

% OF PUPILS % OF ESTIMATES

Report cards 3S

Stay after
school 92

Write a
conopositlon 42

Time for
spelling 17

Gya period 0

Stay in line 1?

46

42

21

0

0

17

50 37

37

75

80

58

4

100

0
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TABLE XXIV

PERCENTAGES OF REACTIONS OF 23 SIXTH QIADE PUPILS AND THE ESTIMATES

OF THEIR REACTIONS BY THEIR TEACHER - MISS W

UNFAVORABLE FAVORABLE

% OF PUPILS % OF ESTIMATE % OF PUPILS % OF ESTIMATE

Report cards 70 26 26 26

Recess tine 0 0 100 100

Music period 13 0 78 87

Stay after schoolTS 13 0 0

Write a
coBposition 35 0 49 78

The bell 9 0 87 100

The principal 4 0 96 100

Indoor recess 13 0 78 87

Book reports 39 0 22 0

Assembly period 13 0 74 100

Club period 4 0 91 100

Time for spelling26 © 62 100

The patrol boys 17 0 49 100

Test tomorrow 78 35 4 4

Teacher's desk 4 0 47 43

The homework 49 17 26 0

Gym period 9 0 91 100

1)'
Fire drill 22 0 62 100

Finger painting 0 0 91 96

Stay in line 52 0 17 0
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TABLE XXV

PERCENTAGES OF REACTIONS OF 21 SIXTH (21ADE PUPILS AND THE ESTIMATES

OF THEIR REACTIONS BY THEIR TEACHER - MISS X

UNFAVORABLE FAVORABLE

% OF PUPILS % OF ESTIMATE % OF PUPILS % OF ESTIMATE

Report cards 90 52 9 47

Recess time 0 0 100 100

Music period 0 0 86 69

Stay after school 81 100 5 0

Write a
coaposition 38 29 29 43

The bell 19 0 81 100

The principal 19 19 81 81

Indoor recess 5 30 95 70

Book reports 38 33 43 47

Assembly period 10 0 90 100

Club period ® 0 100 100

ime xor spe±j.mg 1

0

onCUL

The patrol boys 10 0 61 43

Test t<Miorrovr 95 70 0 0

Teacher's desk 26 26 33 0

The homework 57 43 33 33

Gym period 0 0 95 100

Fire drill 29 0 71 100

Finger painting 0 0 91 100

Stay in line 38 100 33 0
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TABLE XXVI

PERCENTAGES OF REACTIONS OF 20 SIXTH GSUDE PUPILS AND THE ESTIMATES

OF THEIR REACTIONS BY THEIR TEACHER - MISS Y
r

UNFAVORABLE FAVORABLE

% OF PUPILS % OF ESTIMATE % OF PUPILS % OF ESTIMATE

Report cards 85 50 15 50

Recess time 0 0 100 100

Music period 10 0 90 100

Stay after school 85 30 10 0

Write a
composition 65 0 30 100

The bell 5 25 80 50

The principal 5 0 85 100

Indoor recess 10 0 85 100

Book reports 45 0 45 100

Assembly period 0 0 90 100

Club period 5 0 95 100

Time for spelling 35 10 65 65

The patrol boys 20 10 55 60

Test tomorrow 80 50 15 20

Teacher's desk 30 0 35 50

The homework 50 30 35 40

Gym period 10 0 90 100

% Fire drill 15 0 70 100

Finger painting 0 0 100 100

Stay in line 50 0 30 0





TABLE XXVII

PERCENTAGES OF REACTIONS OF 7 FIFTH AND SIXTH QIADES PUPILS AND

THE ESTIMATES OF THEIR REACTIONS BY THEIR TEACHER - MISS Z

UNFAVORABLE
% OF PUPILS % OF ESTIMATE

Report cards 100

Recess time 14

Music period 14

Stay after school 86

Write a

72

0

43

0

FAVORABLE
% OF PUPILS % OF ESTIMATE

0

72

43

0

28

43

43

0

composition 43 100 14 0

The bell 72 72 14'1 0

The principal 14 0 72 100

Indoor recess 14 u 72 100

Book reports 57 72 U U
Assembly period 0 0 0 0

Club period 0 0 28 0

Time for spelling 43 0 U 72

The patrol boys 0 0 0 0

Test tcmorrow 100 100 0 0

Teacher's desk 14 14 0 0

The haiework 57 100 0 0

Gym period 0 0 0 100

Fire drill 14 0 86 100

Finger painting 0 0 96 72

Stay in line 28 0 28 0
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CHAPTER V

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This study was undertaken to survey the emotional word

responses of fifth and sixth grade pupils to descriptive words and phrases

which are suggestive of everyday school activities. An attempt was also

made in this study to construct an instrument in the form of a check list

which a classroom teacher or an administrator might use to help in

discovering the emotional reactions of pupils to school activities. The

check list as presented may obviously be greatly refined and improved, and

it should be altered to fit local situations, but the writer believes that

it is usable just as long as the results are always interpreted in the

light of the personal observations by the user of those being tested.

A secondary purpose of the writer was to survey the ability

of teachers to judge the emotional reactions of their pupils* Twelve

teachers cooperated with the writer by estimating how the pupils in their

classes would react to the items on the check lists. Twelve tables in the

study show how the teachers e:q)ected their pupils to react and how the

pupils actually did react. There were great variations in the estimates

which ranged from some teachers being 100^ correct all the way to some

teachers being 100^ wrong on various items .However, no teacher was either

100^ wrong or 100% correct on all twenty items.

Many conclusions could easily be drawn from this thesis by

the writer about some of the suggested activities found on the check list.
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The results point out that some items repeatedly redeire high farorable

percentages while other items receive high unfavorable percentages of

pupil reactions regardless of urtiether the groups are divided on the

basis of intelligence^ grade, sex^ or school environment. However,

emotional reactions are such intangible and ephemeral elements that it

seems wiser not to draw definite conclusions but to pose for the readers

of this thesis certain questions that have arisen time after time in the

writer's mind during the writing of this thesis. The writer recognizes

the fact that in the final analysis, this study depended upon subjective

information acquired from the pupils even though the writer tried to be

as objective as possible in his methods of obtaining the material.

The mimeographed list used in this study was checked by 600

fifth and sixth grade pupils in seven schools of one city. The pupils

marked columns indicating whether each of twenty items laade the pupils

angry, worried, happy, or not interested. The results were given in

tables for the different grades, for the different sexes, for the

schools, and for the intelligence of the pupils as found through the

results of the California Test of Mental Maturity, Reactions of the

pupils were considered favorable if the pupils checked that items made

them feel good or made them feel very happy >rtiile reactions were

considered unfavorable if the pupils cheeked that items made them

mad ( angry ), or made them worried. For the purposes of this study, when

pupils checked that items did not interest them or if pupils did not check

any of the five columns, the results were not tabulated as emotional

reactions. The headings of the five columns were makes you mad, makes you
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worried, makes you feel good, makes you very happy, and you feel

not interested

o

Among the questions that have pei-turbed the viriter

during the time spent working on this thesis are the following:

1. Is it possible to have entire groups of pupils that would react

favorably to all twenty suggested activities on the check list?

2, Is it possible for a teacher to elicit favorable reactions from

her pupils to all twenty items?

3* What has to be done to bring out favorable reactions?

4* Are teachers aware of how emotional reactions, both favorable and

unfavorable are created in pupils?

5. Are unfavorable reactions to some activities or to some parts of

a school program definitely encouraged by the school program or by

the teachers? Are threats commonly made about staying after school,

report cards, the principal, and other items?

6<» Do some teachers and administrators consider anger and worry

desirable pupil emotions for some classroom situations?

7. Are teachers and administrators aware that there are unfavorable

reactions on the parts of the pupils to many school activities^

8» Are school activities definitely planned to bring out favorable

pupil reactions?

9o Can real learning be established if there are unfavorable pupil

reactions?

10. Do teachers and administrators know how pupils feel about school

activities?
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!!• Can a person teach children successfully without knowing how the

children feel about what is being taught?

12, Are emotional differences in pupils recognized?

13. Do pupils really know how they feel?

14» When teachers estimate that their pupils will react 100^

unfavorably to a suggested activity and the pupils do react

unfavorably, of what value is the activity and what is the teacher

doing to remedy the situation?

15. Do teachers need more training or do they need a different type

of preparation to help them understand children?

16. How much independent reading or independent writing are pupils

apt to do if they have unfavorable reactions to writing a composition

or book reports?

17. Vftiat is wrong with the school *s program when there are more

unfavorable than favorable reactions to assembly period, club period,

and other items?

18. Are permanently unfavorable reactions being created which will

later result in unfavorable adult attitudes and feelings about

activities similar to school activities?

19» Are unfavorable reactions to education in general apt to be

established by unfavorable reactions to specific school activities?

20, Are pupils receiving equal educational opportunities within the

one community when the pupil reactions vary greatly in the seven schools?

21 o Are pupils being prepared to take their places as participating

citizens in a democratic society if large percentages have unfavorable

reactions to school activities?
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This study is definitely limited in scope because all of the

pupils and all of the teachers urtio participated were members of one city

school system. There are many other limitations to the study and ranking

higk among them is the fact that emotional responses of pupils may be the

results of factors not connected with school activities. The subjectivity

of the check list used in the survey is another in^ortant limiting factor

and how good a discriminative perception of abstract and of concrete words

that each of the 600 pupils had also limits the scope of this thesis.

Many suggestions for further research in the broad area of an

imderstanding of pupils* emotions present themselves to the writer as

results of this thesis. More work seems necessary in helping teachers to

find out how pupils react to various activities, and there seems to be

great needs for changes in some activities if favorable reactions are

desired instead of the present unfavorable reactions.

The writer was especially interested in finding out urtiy pupils

felt as they did about the twenty items. In casual conversations with

pupils, the writer found that many pupils do not know why they feel as

they do or as they say they do *rtiile other pupils have all sorts of

explanations for their feelings. One fifth grade girl, when asked why she

checked the item stay in line as making her very happy, replied,

"Because then the teacher will say I am very good©"

One boy was made angry by fire drills because they took time from

class, but another boy was made angry because, as he said,

••They only sMike believe. They never really burn the darn old

building down,**
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APPENDIX

In order to test the reliability the check list used

in the survey, the vrriter used the test - retest method* However, since

this was done on a moderate scale with only 55 pupils participating in

the e^eriment, the writer did not consider the results reliable enough

to be placed in the main part of the thesis*

Emotional responsos are subject to many influences and under

the best conditions of testing are not always stable and consistent. A

shift of a response from anger to worry or from worry t© anger may

easily occur because of some small incident that has occurred during an

interval between two tests » From an educational and practical

administrative viewpoint, the writer was more interested in discovering

favorable and unfavorable responses of children than exact emotional

responses of anger or worry. Therefore the results of the two classes

»rtiich participated in the reliability experiments were divided into

favorable and unfavorable responses. The responses of twelve children,

not in the two classes, who also took the test twice were compared for

all five columns.

When six pupils were given the list to check early one

morning and again late on the same afternoon, their responses were all

exactly the same with the exception of the responses to the bello

VDien six other pupils were given the lists to check on two

occasions separated by a week, their responses were very similar.

Differences occurred in the response to assembly period, a test tomorrow.
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write a composition, and stay after school. An assembly period had been

held during the week and the students had taken three tests during the

week. On the first testing all six pupils had checked that assembly

period either made them feel good or very happy, but on the second

test, one pupil checked not interested and one pupil did not check any

column after the item, assembly period. There was also a shift of two

pupils in their responses to a test tomorrow from worried to good. The

shifts in the responses to write a composition and stay after school

were within the unfavorable columns.

Two classes which checked the lists in February were asked

to check the lists again in April. One class had 23 pupils checking the

list on both occasions. The class was selected for the retest because

it had as a group checked the first four columns and ignored column

five for a majority of the items. Table A ccatqjares the favorable and

unfavorable responses in February and April for all twenty items.

In the second class, six items had a large percent of pupils

checking either column five or not checking any column. These six items

have been omitted from Table B which shows how the pupils in the second

class responded in April and in February.

The writer believes that if the check list had been given

to a larger number of pupils a second time and if the same tendencies

had been revealed as were in the results given in Table A and Table B,

then it would be safe to assume that the check list was reliable for

the majority of the twenty items.





TABLE A

COMPARISON OF THE PERCENT OF FAVORABLE AND UNFAVORABLE RESPONSES OF

23 PUPILS WHO CHECKED THE LIST IN FEBRUARY AND IN APRIL

FAVORABLE UNFAVORABLE
Item February April February April

Report cards 56,52 43.47 43.47 52.17

Recess time 86.96 91.30 8.70 4.35

Music period 78.26 82.60 13.04 13.04

Stay after school 4.35 4.35 95.65 95.65

Write a con^osition 43*48 26.09 56.52 63.57

The bell 86.96 82.60 8.70 13.05

The principal 73.91 69.57 26.09 30.44

Indoor recess 8.70 13.04 86.96 82.91

Book reports 47.83 43.48 47.83 52.17

Assembly period 52.17 17«39 43.48 60.86

Club period 69.57 21.74 26.09 30.44

Time for spelling 69.57 52.17 26.09 39.13

The patrol boys 52.17 69.57 34.78 26.09

A test tomorrow 13.04 13a04 86.95 86.95

The teacher *s desk 52.17 73.91 30.44 17.39

The homework 26.09 43.48 56.52 52.17

Gym period 56.52 34.78 39ol3 39.13

Fire drill 39.13 69.57 34.78 26.09

Finger painting 95.65 95.65 4.35

Stay in line 30.44 39.13 30.43 39.13
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TABLE B

COMPARISON OF THE PERCENT OF FAVORABLE AND UNFAVQRABI£ RESPONSES OF

CLASS WHICH CHECKED THE LIST IN FEBRUARY AND IN APRIL

FAVORABLE UNFAVORABLE
Item February April February April

Recess time 100, 95. 5.

Ifasic period 90. 65. 10. 15.

Stay after school 10. 19. 90. «L.

Write a composition 30, 25. 70. 75.

The bell SO. 65. 20. 35.

op. 1 «;*9.

Indoor recess do. 56« 15. 30.

Book reports 45. 38. 55. 62,

Club period 95. 72. 5. 12.

Time for spelling 65. 75. 25. 25.

A test tomorrow 15. 25. 85o 75*

Gym period 90. 75. 10. 10.

Fire drill 70. 60. 30. 35.

Finger painting 100a 93. 4.

There were 20 pupils in the class in February and 23

pupils in the class in April, One of the pupils present in February

had moved to another school in April. Four of the pupils present in

April had not been present in February. Since the names of the pupils

wora not recorded on the April tests ^ percents are based on 20 and 23.
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